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November 23, 1981

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

In the Matter of )
)

PENNSYLVANIA POWER & LIGHT COMPANY )
)

and ) Docket Nos. 50-387
) 50-388

ALLEGHENY ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE, INC. )
)

(Susquehanna Steam Electric Station, )
Units 1 and 2) )

APPLICANTS' PROPOSED FINDINGS OF
FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW IN

THE FORM OF AN INITIAL DECISION

Pursuant to 10 CFR S2.754(a)(1), Applicants submit their

proposed findings of fact and conclusions of law in this

proceeding in the form of an initial decision.

I. INTRODUCTION AND HISTORY OF PROCEEDING
1

1. On August 9, 1978, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission

| ("the Commission" or "NRC") published in the Federal Register a|

notice entitled " Receipt of Application for Facility Operating

Licenses; Availability of Applicant.'s Environmental Report; and

Consideration of Issuance of Facility Operating Licenses

t

I
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Opportunity for Hearing," 43 Fed. Reg. 35406 (1978), with

respect to the operating license application filed by

Pennsylvania Power & Light Company ("PP&L") and Allegheny

Electric Cooperative, Inc. (collectively " Applicants") for two

boiling water nuclear reactors, designated the Susquehanna

Steam Electric Station, Units 1 and 2 ("Susquehanna"), located

on Applicants' site in Luzerne County, Pennsylvania.

2. The Notice stated that the Commission, following

completion of specified actions, would consider the issuance of

operating licenses to Applicants and provided that any person

whose interest may be affected by the proceeding could file a

petition for leave to intervene.

3. Timely petitions for leave to intervene were filed by
four groups: Environmental Coalition on Nuclear Power

("ECNP"), Susquehanna Environmental Advocates (" SEA"), Citizens

Against Nuclear Dangers ("CAND"), and by Colleen Marsh, on
;
'

behalf of herself and 11 other individuals (" Marsh"). In

addition, the Bureau of Radiation Protection ("BRP"),

Department of Environmental Resources, of the Commonwealth of

Pennsylvania (" Commonwealth") sought to participate as an,

" interested State" pursuant to 10 CFR S2.715(c).

4. On October 2, 1978, the Commission published a " Notice

of Establishment of Atomic Safety and Licensing Board to Rule

on Petitions," appointing an Atomic Safety and Licensing Board
'

("the Licensing Board") to rule on the petitions for leave to

intervene in the proceeding. 43 Fed. Reg. 45482 (1978).

|
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5. On October 26, 1978, the Licensing Board ruled that

each of the petitioners had made an adequate showing of

standing, subject to supplementation on the part of ECNP. The

order also announced that the Licensing Board would hold a

special prehearing conference during January, 1979 to consider

the petitions; the prehearing conference was subsequently

scheduled for January 29-31, 1979, with supplemental petitions

to be filed by January 15, 1979.2

6. Amendments to their respective petitions were filed by

CAND in seven filings between December 28, 1978 and January 10,

1979, by Marsh on January 12, 1979, by ECNP on January 15,

1979, and by SEA on January 17, 1979.

7.- The special prehearing conference was held in Wilkes-

Barre, Pennsylvania on January 29-31, 1979. Bas)d on the

supplemental filings of the petitioners, answers of Applicants

and the NRC Staff, and discussions at the conference, the

Licensing Board ruled in its Special Prehearing Conference

3Order of March 6, 1979 that ECNP had cured the deficiency as

to its standing, and that each of the four petitioners had set

forth at least one admissible contention. The Licensing Board

1 Memorandum and Order Concerning Petitions for Leave to
Intervene, dated October 26, 1978.

2 Order Scheduling Special Prehearing Conference, dated
December 14, 1979; 43 Fed. Reg. 59450 (1978).

3 LBP-79-6, 9 NRC 291 (1979).
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; ordered that a hearing 'should be held, that each of the |

petitioners should be admitted as a party-intervenor, and_that

BRP could participate as an " interested State" pursuant to 10 |

CFR S2.715(c).4 The Licensing Board admitted eighteen'conten- |i
4 i

tions as matters in controversy and divided them 'into "envi-

ronmental questions" and " safety questions".,

:
,

'

A. Discovery
t

8. The March 6, 1979 Order also established a preliminary

schedule for the discovery phase of the proceeding, under which

; first round discovery requests were due on May 25, 1979, with

responses due on June 29, 1979. As these deadlines passed, a

number of motions to compel discovery and motions for protec-,

tive orders were made by various parties; in a Memorandum and
;

Order on Scheduling and Discovery Motions, dated August 24,.

i

1979, the Licensing Board granted Applicants' and NRC Staff's

motions to compel discovery against CAND, ECNP and SEA, and

directed that those intervenors provide the discovery sought by'

Applicants and the NRC Staff.5
i
:

i

4 A motion by the Commonwealth dated June 26, 1981 to
substitute the Commonwealth as the representative of the

'

" interested State" in place of BRP was approved in the
; Licensing Board's Memorandum and Order (Hearing Date and

Prehearing Conference Matters), dated July 27, 1981.'

!

| 5 CAND sought aa appeal of the August 24, 1979 Order, which
I was dismissed by the Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeal Board

("the Appeal Board") as interlocutory. ALAB-563, 10 NRC 449'

( (1979).
,

N; .
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9. Following the filing of further discovery motions, the

Licensing Board issued on October 30, 1979 its Memorandum and

Order on Discovery Motions (II) , which extended the deadline

for filing responses to discovery on environmental contentions

to December 14, 1979 (the deadline was later extended again to

January 18, 19807) and suspended discovery on safety conten-

tions. The October 30, 1979 Order also denied the NRC Staff's

motion to dismiEs CAND and its contentions from the proceeding

for failure to provide discovery and denied Applicants' similar

motions with regard to SEA and ECNP. The intervenors were

warned, however, that failure to provide discovery on a

contention would result in their being precluded from present-

ing direct testimony at the hearing on that contention.

10. Subsequent to the January 18, 1980 discovery

deadline, Applicants filed motions to dismiss CAND and to limit

the participation of SEA and ECNP for failure to furnish the

requested discovery. The NRC Staff supported the motion

against CAND and supported in part and opposed in part the

relief sought against the other two intervenors. The Licensing

Board ordered a prehearing conference to be held on March 20

and 21, 1980, to hear oral arguments on these motions.8

6 LBP-79-31, 10 NRC 597 (1979).

7 Order Denying Requests of ECNP, dated December 6, 1979.

8 Order Setting Prehearing Conference, dated February 22,
1980.

-5-
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-11. On' March 15, 1980, ECNP filed with the Commission 'a

" Request to the NRC Commissioners for Expedited Consideration

of Actions of an Atomic Safety and Licensing Board and Other

Matters," in which it appealed from the Licensing Board's

discovery rulings and sought relief from what'it characterized

as the Licensing Board's failure to stop Applicants from using
.

the discovery process as a means of harassment. On May 16,

1980, the Commission referred this matter to the Appeal Board

for appropriate action. CLI-80-17, 11 NRC 678 (1980). The
~

Appeal Board concluded on September 23, 1980, that - ECNP 's

,

complaints were not substantiated by the record . and denied the-
:

4 relief sought by ECNP. ALAB-613, 12 NRC 317 (1980). The

Commission affirmed the Appeal Board's ruling. Order, dated

December 4, 1980.*

| 12. At the March 20-21, 1980 prehearing conference, the

Licensing Board denied Applicants' motions.for sanctions

| against ECNP and SEA, with the understanding that those
1

intervenors would supplement their answers to Applicants' and

NRC Staff's interrogatories by May 1, 1980. Because of CAND's

" blatant refusals to answer" outstanding discovery. requests,

the Licensing Board limited CAND's direct case presentation to

those contentions as to which it was the sole sponsor, and

directed CAND to respond to the pending interrogatories by May

1, 1980. The Licensing Board, however, declined to dismiss

CAND from' the ~ proceeding.

9 Memorandum, dated March 27, 1980, and Second Prehearing
Conference Order, dated April 11, 1980, LBP-80-13, 11 NRC 559
(1980).

-6-
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13. In response to a motion filed by Applicants, the

Licensing Board reinstated the discovery obligations on safety

issues in its Memorandum and Order Establishing New Discovery

Schedule for Safety Issues, dated November 12, 1980. Deadlines

for providing answers to outstanding discovery requests on

safety contentions were also established.

14. Following CAND's and ECNP's failure to provide

responses to interrogatories on safety contentions by the

Licensing Board's deadline, the NRC Staff filed on January 30,

1981 a motion for an order compelling CAND and ECNP to respond

to discovery requests. Applicants filed a similar motion on

February 12, 1981. The Board directed ECNP and CAND to respond

to those interrogatories by no later than March 27, 1981.10

15. After this deadline passed, Applicants moved to

dismiss ECNP for its failure to respond to the outstanding

discovery requests. On May 20, 1981, the Licensing Board

granted Applicants' motion in part and, because of ECNP's

" callous disregard of the responsibilities it owes to the Board

and the parties," barred ECNP from further participation on

safety contentions.12

10 Memorandum and Order (Directing CAND and ECNP to Respond to
Interrogatories), dated February 27, 1981.

11 The Board was reconstituted to its current membership on
March 19, 1981. 46 Fed. Reg. 18826 (1981).

n der on Pending Motions, dated May 20, 1981,12 Memorandum r;

slip. op., pp. 23-28,

-7-
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16. The May 20, 1981 Order also granted Applicants'

motion to compel SEA to answer discovery requests regarding,

Contention 6.13 When no answers were provided, Applicants

moved on June 24, 1981 to have sanctions imposed against SEA

for failure to comply with the Licensing Board's directive. On

July 7, 1981, the Licensing Board prohibited SEA from partici-

pating in hearings on emergency evacuation planning issues.14

1 B. Contentions

17. Subsequent to the March 6, 1979 Special Prehearing

Conference Order, several actions were taken regarding the

contentions at issue in this proceeding.

18. In response to SEA's " Petition for Modification of

Special Prehearing Conference Order," dated August 30, 1979,

the Licensing Board reconsidered its earlier ruling rejecting a

proposed SEA contention regarding " Class 9" accidents. For

reasons stated in its order of October 19, 1979, the Licensing

Board admitted Contention 19, regarding the consequences of an

accident such as actually occurred at the Three Mile Island
t

Unit 2 facility.15
,

13 Id., p. 23.
|
| 14 Memorandum and Order on Pending Motions and Requests, dated

July 7, 1981, slip. op., pp 6-7. At the evidentiary hearing,
following CAND's withdrawal from participation on emergency
planning contentions, the Licensing Board permitted SEA to
cross-examine witnesses testifying on these issues. Tr. 2262.

15 LBP-79-29, 10 NRC 586 (1979). Following Commission
approval of a " Statement of Interim Policy on Nuclear Power

-8-
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19. Also, in light of the Commission's amendment of Table

S-3 of 10 CFR S51.20,16 providing that estimates of

technetium-99 released from waste management or reprocessing

activities may be litigated, the Licensing Board directed in

l7its Second Prehearing Conference Order that Contention 1 be

revised to treat techne tium-99 in a similar manner as radon-222

and to permit litigation of the quantity, as well as the health

effects, of the technetium-99 releases attributable to

Susquehanna.

20. Two other new contentions were admitted to the

proceeding pursuant to the Licensing Board's Memorandum and

Order of July 7, 1981. The Licensing Board modified a conten-

tion sponsored by SEA and admitted it as Contention 20;18 the

contention questioned the adequacy of the emergency evacuation

plans of Luzerne County and the Commonwealth. Consolidating a

second proposed contention submitted by SEA with a proposed

contention sponsored by CAND, the Licensing Board also admitted

(continued)
Plant Accident Considerations Under the National Environmental
Policy Act of 1969", 45 Fed. Reg. 40101 (June 13, 1980), the
Licensing Board in its order of June 24, 1980, LBP-80-18, 11
NRC 906 (1980), vacated its October 19, 1979 order except
insofar as that order accepted Contention 19 for litigation.

16 4 4 Fed . Reg . 45362 (August 12, 1979).

, 17 LBP-80-13, 11 NRC 559, 566-67 (1980); see also, Memorandum,
! dated March 27, 1980, p. 2.

18 Slip. op., p. 3.

1

-9-
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-Contention 21, regarding the effects of a break in the scram
'

discharge volume subsystem.-19
1

C. Summary Disposition and Withdrawal of Contentions
1

21. - The March'6, 1979 Special Prehearing Conference Order

had explicitly provided for motions for summary disposition to

be filed by parties prior to the hearing. Accordingly,.

Applicants filed on August 22, 1980 a motion for partial-

| summary disposition-of that portion of Contention 17' dealing
!

with ozone emissions from the Susquehanna 500 kV transmission -'

|

|. lines. Applicants' motion of December 5, 1980 sought summary
!

disposition of the remaining portions of. Contention'17. On May

| 20, 1981, the Licensing Board granted summary disposition of.
!
'

all of Contention 17 except for that aspect concerning the

health effects of electric fields from transmission lines.20'

|

j 22. Applicants filed on November 6, 1980 a motion for

_

summary disposition of that portion of Contention 2 dealing

| with chlorine discharges. The Licensing Board granted

19 Id., p. 5. Intervenor SEA also sought twice to have a
" Class-9" accident contention (other than Contention 19)
admitted into the proceeding. In both instances, however, the
proffered contention was not admitted because it was filed late
and failed to satisfy the requirements of 10 CFR S2.714. See
Memorandum and Order on Pending Motions and Requests, dated
July 7, 1981, slip op. , pp. 3-4; Memorandum and Order on

|
Pending Motions, dated September 23, 1981, slip op., pp. 1-2.

i

i 20 Memorandum and Order on Pending Motions, dated May 20,
l 1981. The Licensing Board also left for later consideration
. that portion of Contention 17 dealing with alternative modes of

|- transmission line operation.

1 -

;

L -10-
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Applicants' motion, in part, on March 16, 1981, but did not

dismiss the chlorine contention in its entirety. I

23. The March 16, 1981 Order also granted Applicants'

October 27, 1980 motion for summary disposition of Contention

16 regarding cooling tower discharges.

24. Applicants' March 9, 1981 motion seeking summary

disposition of Contention 12 (which alleged the existence of a

safety problem with feedwater spargers), was granted by the

Licensing Board's May 20, 1981 Order. CAND's appeal of this

ruling was denied by the Appeal Board's Memorandum and Order,

dated July 8, 1981, as interlocutory.

25. A prehearing conference pursuant to 10 CFR S 2.752

) was held in Wilkes-Barre, Pennsylvania, on July 22-23 and

August 11-12, 1981. During the July 22-23 sessions, Contention

13 was withdrawn by its sponsor, intervenor Marsh,22 and

Contention 19 was withdrawn by its sponsor, SEA. Additional

agreements and decisions were reached during the August 11 and

i
; 21 Memorandum and Order (Ruling on Motions for Summary
| Disposition of Contentions 2 and 16), dated March 16, 1981,
i LBP-81-C, 13 NRC 335 (1981). The Appeal Board subsequently

denied the NRC Staff's motion seeking directed certification of
parts of the Licensing Board's ruling. ALAB-641, 13 NRC 551
(1981). The Commission declined to review ALAB-641 on July 27,
1981.

22 Memorandum and Order (Hearing Date and Prehearing
Conference Matters), dated July 27, 1981.

,

| 23 Memorandum and Order on Prehearing Conference, dated August
j 14, 1981.

-11-
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12, 1981 sessions of the prehearing conference, resulting in

the withdrawal of Contentions 3, 10, 15 and 18.24

26. Subsequent to the prehearing conference, the

Licensing Board granted motions filed by Applicants for summary

disposition of Contentions 5 (radiation dose calculation

models), 7a (containment design), 7d (anticipated transients

without scram), 8 (reactor pressure vessel thermal shock), and

that portion of Contention 11 dealing with on-site storage of

spent fuel.25

27. Motions filed by the Applicants for summary disposi-

tion of parts of Contention 2 relating to low-level radioactive

releases and the magnitude of the doses resulting from those

releases were granted by the Licensing Board on September 23,

1981.26 The September 23, 1981 Order also granted Applicants'

motion for summary disposition of that part of Contention 1

relating to the doses from isotopes other than radon-222 and

technetium-99 released during Susquehanna's fuel cycle. The

portion of Contention 1 concerning radon-222 was eliminated by

stipulation of ECNP, Applicants and the NRC Staff. The

24 Id.

25 Memorandum and Order on Pending Motions, dated August 31,
1981; see also, Memorandum and Order on Summary Disposition
Motions, dated October 12, 1981.

26 Memorandum and Order on Pending Motions,, dated, September
23, 1981; see also, Memorandum and Order on Summary Disposition
Motions, dated November 2, 1981.

-12-
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stipulation was approved by the Licensing Board in its

September 23, 1981 Order. The stipulation provided that a

license condition will be imposed on operating licenses for the

Susquehanna units, making the licenses subject to the outcome

of the consolidated radon proceeding currently before the

Appeal Boards.

28. A motion filed by Applicants for summary disposition

of Contention 7c (core spray nozzle cracking) and NRC Staff

motions for summary disposition of the portion of Contention 2

relating to the health effects of low-level radioactive

effluents from Susquehanna, and of Contentions 4c and 4d,

relating to conservation and solar energy alternatives, were

granted by the Licensing Board on September 29, 1981.28

29. CAND filed appeals from those portions of the

Licensing Board Orders of September 23 and 29, 1981, granting

summary disposition of portions of Contentions 2 and 4. These

appeals were dismissed as interlocutory by the Appeal Board. '

27 See, e.g., Philadelphia Electric Company (Peach Bottom
Atomic Power Station, Units 2 and 3), ALAB-654, 13 NRC
(September 11, 1981).

28 Memotandum and Order on Pending Motions, dated September
29, 1981; see also, Memorandum and Order on Summary Disposition
Motions, dated November 2, 1981.

29 Order, dated October 27, 1981.
.

-13-
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30. On October 6, 1981, the Licensing Board announced its

granting of summary disposition motions by the NRC Staff on the

portion of Contention 1 regarding fuel cycle health effects,

and on Contention 14, which questioned Susquehanna's capacity

factors. Tr. 1019; Memorandum and Order on Summary Disposition

Motions, dated November 2, 1981.

31. On October 14, the Licensing Board granted summary

|
disposition as to the remaining aspects of the chlorine portion!

of Contention 2. Tr. 1834.30
|

f D. Evidentiary Hearing
i

32. As a result of the above rulings, and the voluntary

withdrawal of six contentions, the following contentions

! remained to be heard at the evidentiary hearing: 1 (techne-
|

tium), 4a, 4b, 6, 7b, 9, 11 (storage of low-level radioactive

| waste), 17 (health effects of electric fields), 20 and 21.

l Evidentiary hearings on these contentions were held in Wilkes-

Barre, Pennsylvania, on October 6-7, 13-15 and 20-22, 1981;

limited appearance statements were heard on October 8, 19 and
,

l
23, 1981. The Board called two witnesses; CAND offered one;

the Commonwealth sponsored five; the NRC Staff presented

thirteen witnesses, and Applicants presented fifteen.31
|

t 30 See also, Memorandum and Order on Summary Disposition
Motions, dated November 2, 1981. .

31 At the hearing, the following documents were received into
evidence as exhibits: NUREG-0776, " Safety Evaluation Report
Related to the Operation of Susquehanna Steam Electric Station,

|
| -14-
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Intervenor Marsh did not appear at the evidentiary hearing.
|

|
CAND withdrew from participation on Contentions 6 and 20. See,

Tr. 2242-44.

(continued)
Units 1 and 2," April 1981 ("SER") (NRC Staff Ex. 1);
NUREG-0776, Supplement 1, June 1981 (NRC Staff Ex. 2);

,

NUREG-0776, Supplement 2, September 1981 (NRC Staff Ex. 3);t

! NUREG-0564, " Final Environmental Statement Related to the
l Operation'of Susquehanna Steam Electric Station, Units 1 and
| 2," June 1981 ("FES") (NRC Staff Ex. 4); NUREG-0803, " Generic

Safety Evaluation Report Regarding Integrity of BWR Scram
! System Piping," August 1981 (NRC Staff Ex. 5); NUREG-0313,
| Revision 1, " Technical Report on Material Selection and

Processing Guidelines for BWR Coolant Pressure Boundaryt

| Piping," July 1980 (NRC Staff Ex. 6); NUREG-0654, FEMA-REP-1,
Revision 1, " Criteria for Preparation and Evaluation of

| Radiological Emergency Response Plans and Preparedness in
| Support of Nuclear Power Plants," November 1980 (NRC Staff Ex.
| 7); September 17, 1981 letter from Norman Curtis, Vice
i President, Engineering & Construction-Nuclear, Pennsylvania
i Power & Light Company to A. Schwencer, Nuclear Regulatory

Commission (Board Ex. 1); June 30, 1981 letter from Norman'

Curtis to A. Schwencer (Board Ex. 2); September 15, 1981' letter
! from J.R. Calhoun, Senior Vice-President, Nuclear, Pennsylvania

| Power & Light Company to A. Schwencer, Nuclear Regulatory Commission |

| (Board Ex. 3); Department of Environmental Resources, Bureau of
Radiation Protection, Plan for Nuclear Power Generating Station'

Incidents, Revision 3, August 1981 (Commonwealth Ex.1);
"Susquehanna Steam Nuclear Power Plant Sampling Locations,"'

November 28, 1980 (Commonwealth Ex. 2); DER /BRP/IT-102, " Field
Airborne Iodine Sampling Procedure" (Commonwealth Ex. 3);
Estimation of Radiological Consequences of Airborne
Radioactive Material for Ground Level Sources (Commonwealth
Ex. 4); Pennsylvania Emergency Management Agency Emergency
Management Directive Number 32, " Development of a Mass Care
Operational Program," November 14, 1980 (Commonwealth Ex. 5);
" Master Draft Appendix 7, Ingestion Exposure Pathway, Emergency
Planning Zone," August 5, 1981 (Commonwealth Ex. 6); " Appendix
11, Schools and Colleges Emergency Plans" (Commonwealth Ex. 7);
" Commonwealth of Pennsylvania Disaster Operatior.s Plan, Annex
E, Fixed Nuclear Facility Incidents, February 23, 1981"
(Commonwealth Ex. 8); " Draft Luzerne County Radiological

i Emergency Response Plan for Incidents at the Susquehanna Steam
| Electric Station, Berwick, Pennsylvania," August 1981

(Commonwealth Ex. 9). See Tr. 1255, 1770, 1774, 1929, 1932-34,
2437, 2439, 2440, 2441, 2520, 2588, 2590, 2591-92, 2593, 2594.

-15-
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II. FINDINGS OF FACT

A. Contention 1 (Health Effects of Nuclear Fuel Cycle)

33. Contention 1, as modified.(see pt,ra. 19, supra), has.

,

; three aspects: .(1) the quantities of radon-222 released during

the fuel cycle for Susquehanna and the radiological health-

effects of those radon releases; (2) the quantities of

technetium-99 released during the fuel cycle for Susquehanna

and the radiological health effects of those releases; (3) the

; health effects of all isotopes other than radon-222 and
i

i technetium-99 released during the fuel cycle for Susquehanna.

The contention reads as follows:
!

1.A. The quantity of Radon-222 which will,

! be released during the fuel-cycle
j required for the Susquehanna facility,

and the quantity of Technetium-99
which will be released from waste

!- management or reprocessing activities
'

resulting from aperation of the
Susquehanna facility, have not been,i

but should be, adequately assessed.
The radiological health effects of

t this. radon and technetium should be
j estimated and these estimates factoced

into the cost-benefit balance for the
operation of the plant.

B. The radiological health effects of all
isotopes other than Radon-222 and
Technetium-99 which will be released
during the fuel cycle required f,or the
Susquehanna plant have been misrepre-
sented and underestimated. In parti-,

cular, the' health effects of each!

i .long-lived isotope which will be
| released from the fuel cycle for
.

Susquehanna should be reassessed. The
; appropriately determined effects must

be factored into the cost-benefit
,

-16-
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balance for the operation of the
plant.

The first part of the contention, dealing with radon-222, was

voluntarily withdrawn. See para. 27, supra. The third part of

the contention was dismissed by summary disposition. See-

paras. 27, 30, supra.
'

34. The second part of Contention 1, dealing with

technetium-99, reads as follows:

The quantity of technetium-99 which. . .

will be released from waste management or
reprocessing activities resulting from
operation of the Susquehanna facility [has]
not been, but should be adequately assessed.
The radiological health effects of this . . .

technetium should be estimated and these
estimates factored into the cost-benefit
balance for the operation of the plant.

32
Testimony on this contention was presented by the Applicants

and the NRC Staff. Intervenors presented no testimony.

35. Technetium has no stable isotopes and is rarely found

in nature. Technetium-99 ("Tc-99"), the longest-lived fission

product isotope of technetium, is produced by fission and by

neutron activation. Englehart Testimony, para. 3. Tc-99 has a
,

32 " Applicants' Testimony of Richard W. Englehart on Con-
t tention 1 (Technetium)," foll. Tr. 1852 ("Englehart
! Testimony").

33 " Testimony of Fred D. Fisher Relative to Estimates of
Quantities of Technetium-99 Releases (Contention 1)," foll. Tr.
1880 (" Fisher Testimony"); " Testimony of Edward F. Branagan,

,

Jr. and Richard K. Struckmeyer Regarding Technetium-99 Doses|
and Health Effects (Contention 1)," foll. Tr. 1894
("Branagan-Struckmeyer Testimony").

.
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half-life of approximately 220,000 years. Its only radioactive
.c

emissions are low-energy beta particles. Englehart Testimony,

para. 4.

iC 36. Due to its low beta energy, Tc-99 poses no signifi-

cant external exposure hazard. The potential health hazard,

associated with Tc-99 arises from internal exposure. Englehart

Testimony, paras. 5, 6.

37. Tc-99 appears in the uranium fuel cycle when it is

produced by fission and activation in an operating reactor, and

is subsequently carried into the "back-end" of the fuel cycle.
+

Englehart Testimony, para. 7. Reactor operation yields Tc-99

at a rate of 390 to 500 curies ("Ci") per reference reactor

year ("RRY"). Englehart Testimony, para. 8; Fisher Testimony,
p. 5. Because the reactor fuel is encapsulated, essentially

all the Tc-99 produced is retained within the fuel assemblies..

Englehart Testimony, para. 9.

38. The potential rate of release of Tc-99 in spent fuel

to the environment depends on the type of fuel cycle.
|
'

Englehart Testimony, para. 10; Fisher Testimony, p. 2. In the

- once-through fuel cycle, the spent fuel stored at reactors or

in interim facilities will be packaged for ultimate disposal in

a repository. Englehart Testimony, para. 11. Over the time
|
l period of interest for Tc-99 (on the order of one million

years), no repository can be guaranteed to provide perfect

containment, although proper design and siting can provide

! -18-
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reasonable assurances of long term isolation. Englehart

. Testimony, pa.ra. 12.

39. Propos'ed Commission regulations on disposal of high

level radioactive waste require containment of the spent fuel

or other high level waste within the waste package for a

minimum of 1,000 years, with a maximum release rate of one part

in ?.00,000 per year thereafter. Englehart Testimony, para. 12;

Fisher Testimony, p. 5; Tr. 1856 (Englehart); Tr. 1881~
,

(Ptsher). The proposed repository stability period and release

rate are based upon considerable experimental and theoretical

research and represent conservative estimates of long range

repository performance. Englehart Testimony, para. 12; Tr.

1882 (Fisher).

40. Because of the careful site selection process, it is

unlikely that the Tc-99 contained in a high level waste

repository will ever be released to the environment. Tr. 1855,

1858-59 (Englehart). Nevertheless, it is conservative to

assume (la view of the long half-life of Tc-99) that all Tc-99

will ultimstely be released from the repository to the

groundwater. The radiological consequences of the Tc-99

release would depend on the release r ite and the fraction of

the contaminated water which ends up being consumed, directly

or indirectly, by humans during the period of Tc-99 activity.

The fraction of contaminated groundwater intercepted for human

use is a function of the release rate and such site-specific

-19-
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parameters as soil / groundwater geochemistry, distance to and

dilution before human use, and nature of usage. Englehart

Testimony, paras. 13, 14.

41. In the uranium-only recycle option, spent fuel is

sent to a reprocessing plant after interim storage. Englehart

Testimony, para. 15. During separation of the uranium from the

fission products, the Tc-99 is proportioned between the main

uranium stream (8 to 25%) and the side stream which leads to

the high level liquid waste ("HLLW") treatment facility

(75-92%) and ultimately to long-term storage.34 Englehart

Testimony, paras. 17, 18, 20.

42. Except for minor releases to the atmosphere during

the solidification process, essentially all the Tc-99 entering

the HLLW processing system is contained in the solidified and

packaged waste product that is sent for burial in the waste

repository. Fisher Testimony, p. 4; Englehart Testimony, para.-

22; Tr. 1862-63 (Englehart).

43. The Tc-99 in the uranium product stream accompanies

the conversion process, and is separated to meet the maximum

permissible requirement for gross beta activity in the feed to

the enrichment plant.35 Englehart Testimony, para. 23.,

|

34 A separate plutonium waste stream is present which will
contain some Tc-99. Whether or not plutonium is recovered, the
Tc-99 releases will be essentially th.e same as in the
uranium-only recycle. Englehart Testimony, para. 19 and n.5;
Fisher Testimony, p.4.

35 A very small amount of Tc-99 (0.2 to 1.0 Ci/RRY) remains in
the reprocessed uranium. The reprocessed uranium has to be

-20-
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44. Virtually all'the Tc-99 separated at the conversion
,

facility becomes low-level solid waste ("LLW") and is currently

i buried in a low-level, near-surface burial facility. If the

buried waste were reached at some future time by grour,dwater

and con.veyed to the human environment, some fraction of the

i Tc-99 would be available for intake by humans. Englehart

!
Testimony,-para. 24. However, under proposed Commissioni

regulations on low level waste disposal, this conversion stage

waste may have to be disposed of in deep geological reposi-
1

tories. Tr. 1884-85 (Fisher).
! 45. Small atmospheric releases of Tc-99 may occur during

HLLW processing, during UF conversion, and at the enrichment
6

plant. Applicants estimated the doses from these releases to

~4
be 6.8 x 10 man-rem /RRY (total body); 0.0016 man-rem /RRY

,

(bone); 0.031 man-rem /RRY (kidney), and 0.134 man-rem /RRY

(gastro-intestinal ("GI") tract). Englehart Testimony, paras.

31, 32. In addition to the releases to the atmosphere, there

would be surface water discharges during the enrichment

-3process, resulting'in population doses of 8.2 x 10 (total

body), 0.12 (GI tract) and 0.52 (thyroid) man-rem /RRY.

Englehart Testimony, para. 33.

| (continued)
reenriched prior to fabrication of new fuel. Direct emissions

of gc-99 at the enrichment plant have been gatimated as 6.6 x~~

: 10 Ci/RRY to the atmosphere and 8.5 x 10 .Ci/RRY to
| surface water. Englehart Testimony, paras. 25, 26.

-21-
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46. With respect to groundwater releases, the NRC Staff's

analysis made the conservative assumption that all Tc-99 in

wastes from the conversion and enrichment process is released

to the groundwater and finds its way into surface waters in

less than 100 years. Fisher Testimony, p. 5. Applicants, on

the other hand, assumed that the Tc-99 in conversion and

enrichment process wastes would be released over the course of

10,000 years. Englehart Testimony, para. 35. Applicants and

the NRC Staff utilized similar environmental dispersion models

in which the Tc-99 is conveyed to a long river system and from

there to the ocean. Englehart Testimony, paras. 35-38;

Branagan-Struckmeyer Testimony, Attachment D, pp. 2-8.

47. Applicants' model results in immediate annual

population doses of 0.01, 0.0016, 0.031, 0.272, and 0.596'

man-rem /RRY to the total body, bone, kidney, GI tract and

thyroid, respectively. 36 Englehart Testimony, p.19. The NRC

Staff's model estimated a total body risk equivalent dose of

4.8 man-rem /RRY from short-term releases. Branagan-Struckmeyer

Testimony, Table 1. When put on the same basis, theue numbers
1 ,

'

compare favorably.

|

|

36 The values represent the sum of the population doses shown
|

| on Englehart Testimony, p. 19, for the uranium-only fuel cycle
| option (excluding high level waste storage), divided by 64 to
j obtain values on a "per RRY" basis.
I
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48. Regarding the population doses due to Tc-99 releases

from repositories, implementation of the NRC proposed regula-'

tions will result in a Tc-99 release rate to the biosphere of 1

-5x 10 of the inventory per year following 2000 years of

isolation and groundwater transport, or 0.0039 to 0.005 Ci/RRY

per year for an inventory of 390 to 500 Ci/RRY. Englehart

Testimony, para. 39; Fisher Testimony, pp. 3,5; Tr. 1881

(Fisher). The NRC Staff computed the corresponding total .id y

risk equivalent doses to the public resulting from these

-3releases to be about 4 x 10 man-rem /yr/RRY. Branagan-,

Struckmeyer Testimony, p. 6 and Table 2. Applicants obtained

population doses of 0.00048 total body, 0.0072 GI tract, and

0.0308 thyroid man-rem /yr/RRY. Englehart Testimony, para. 40.

These translate into a total body risk equivalent dose which is

again reasonably close to the NRC Staff's estimate.

'
49. Based on its population dose estimates, the NRC Staff

( computed the potential health effects of Tc-99 releases by

multiplying the total body risk equivalent doses per RRY by

cancer and genetic risk estimators derived from the 1972

National Academy of Sciences report, "The Effect on Populations

of Exposure to Low Levels of Ionizing Radiation" ("BEIR-I"),

and consistent with the conclusions and recommendations of a

number of national and international radiation protection

organizations. Branagan-Struckmeyer Testimony, pp. 4-5; Tr.

1897 (Branagan).

37 The BEIR-I report used a linear model for determining the
relationship between dose and response. The linear model givesI

-23-
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-450. The NRC Staff estimates that a maximum 6.5 x 10
-5cancer deaths and 6.4 x 10 genetic defects per RRY will

potentially result from the releases of Tc-99 in the first

2,000 years after removal of spent fuel from the reactor.

Branagan-Struckmeyer Testimony, p. 7 and Table 1. The releases

~7beyond 2,000 years will potentially result in 5.2 x 10 cancer
-8deaths and 2.1 x 10 genetic defects per year per RRY.

Branagan-Struckmeyer Testimony, p.'7 and Table 2.

51. The Susquehanna units will operate for 64 RRY's

during the term of their operating licenses. Englehart

Testimony, p. 18, n. 12. Therefore, the health effects

associated with the Tc-99 releases attributable to Susquehanna
will be a total of 0.04 potential cancer deaths and 0.004

potential genetic defects in the first 2,000 years, and 3 x

-5 -610 potential cancer deaths and 1 x 10 potential genetic

defects per year beyond 2,000 years.

52. The calculated population doses and health impacts of

Tc-99 releases attributable to the Susquehanna facility are

insignificant, both in absolute terms and compared to the doses

and impacts from the rest of the fuel cycle for Susquehanna.

Branagan-Struckmeyer Testimony, p. 9. The populacion doses and

(continued)
higher health effect estimates than those obtained using more
recent models, such as the linear quadratic model employed in
the more recent "BEIR-III" report. The linear model is regarded
as conservative by the major radiation protection organizations.
Tr. 1898-1900 (Branagan).
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health effects of Tc-99 are also a very small fraction of the

doses due to natural background radiation to which the pop-
,

ulation is constantly exposed. Branagan-Struckmeyer Testimony,

p. 8; Englehart Testimony, para. 44; Tr. 1911 (Branagan). For

these reasons, the radiological health effects of Tc-99

releases associated with the fuel cycle for Susquehanna will,

not affect the cost-benefit balance for the facility.

B. Contention 2 (Health Effects of Low-Level Radiation and
Other Discharges from the Facility)

53. Contention 2 deals with the health effects of
~

;

low-level radiation and other discharges from the facility. It

reads:

2. The residual risks of low-level radia-
tion which will result from the release
from the facility of radionuclides, and
particularly from the release of
cesium-137 and cobalt-60, into the
Susquehanna River, and the health

! effects of chlorine discharged into the
river, have not been, but must be,
adequately assessed and factored into
the NEPA cost-benefit balance before thei

plant is allowed to go into operation.

54. Contention 2 was dismissed in its entirety through

the granting of motions for summary disposition filed by

Applicants and the NRC Staff. See paras. 22, 27, 28, 31,

supra.

i C. Contention 4 (Need for Power)
|

55. Contention 4 raises various issues relating to the
:

need for the Susquehanna facility. It reads:
t

-25-
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4. The Susquehanna facility (or, at least,
Unit 2 thereof) is not needed; and as a
result, the cost-benefit balance is
tilted against authorization of operat-
ing licenses (or at least, a license for
Unit 2), for the following reasons:

a. Information supplied in the
Applicants' ER shows that, at the very
low growth rate scenario, the entire
output of both units will be availablet

for sale outside the service areas of
the Applicants as the units come on line
(ER, Table 1.1-15).

b. The electric capacity of the lead
Applicant in 1977 was 40% greater than
customer needs and demands from existing
facilities. Latest projections of
energy use and requirements during the
next 30 years for the Applicants'
service area, the period equal to the4

projected plants' "useful life," show
that the Applicants can meet the needs
of their customers through existing
facilities and sources.

c. The National Energy Program
contemplates that steps be followed in
order to achieve a lowered growth rate
in electrical demand of less than 2%
annually. Yet there has been no
demonstration that the effects of
conservation efforts designed to achieve
that goal have been factored into the>

i analysis for this facility. The
conservation programs suggested by the
Applicants are not designed to encourage
either meaningful energy conservation or
efficient energy use. Instead, these
programs are aimed at encouraging
continued electrical energy usage,
regardless of whether electricity is the
most efficient form of energy for the
job at hand or not. One such example is
the Applicants' encouragement of
reliance on expensive electrically
operated mechanical heating and cooling
devices, like heat pumps, in the name of
energy conservation. As another
example, there has been no comparison of

-26-
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the cost of upgrading the thermal
insulation in existing residences and
commercial buildings in the service area
of the Applicants with the cost (envi-
ronmental and economic) of operating the
Susquehanna facilities. Furthermore
there-has been no discussion, in
connection with energy conservation, of
end use efficiencies or what have come
to be known as "second law efficien-
cies," or of the health benefits of
energy conservation.

,

d. Solar energy in any of its various
forms has not been considered as aut
alternative to Susquehanna. By ignoring
this commonly used alternative energy
source, the Applicants are hoping to
prevent home use of solar heating and
hot water applications and to-encourage
use of electricity.

56. Parts c and d of Contention 4, dealing respectively

with the impact of conservation and of solar energy usage on

the need for the facility, were dismissed by summary disposi-

tion. See para. 28, supra. .

57. Testimony on Contentions 4a and b, dealing with load

projections and the need for Susquehanne, was presented by

'Applicants and the NRC Staff. No witnesses were-presented

by intervenors.

38 " Applicants' Testimony of Grayson E. McNair on Contention
4a and 4b (Load Forecasting)," foll. Tr. 1957 ("McNair
Testimony"); " Supplemental Affidavit of Grayson E.-McNair in
Support of Applicants' Answer to NRC Staff's Motion for Summary
Disposition of Contention 4," foll. Tr. 1950 ("McNair Supp.
Testimony"); " Applicants' Testimony of William F. Hecht on
Contention 4a and 4b," foll. Tr. 2049 ("Hecht Testimony");
" Supplemental Affidavit of William F. Hecht in Support of
Applicants' Answer to NRC Staff's Motion for Summary
Disposition of Contention 4," foll. Tr. 2051 ("Hecht Supp.
Testimony").

39 " Testimony of Raghaw Prasad Relating to Need for Power
(Contention 4 parts and and b),"-foll. Tr. 2196 ("Prasad 4
Testimony").
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58. Applicants' testimony was presented in two parts --
,

load forecasting and system analysis. The load' forecasting

0methodology was described at length. PP&L uses a-variety of

forecasting methodologies. PP&L, in conjunction with Data

Resources, Inc., has developed an econometric model for

-forecasting long-range electricity sales of.the residential,

commercial and indus: rial sectors. The model allows an

analysis of the sensitivity of electricity sales to changes in

the economy and alternate fuel price projections. McNair

Testimony, pp. 2, 4. Residential sales are forecasted based on

number of customers, new dwelling units, electric heating

saturation, appliance use and saturation, and conservation.

Id., pp. 4-5. Included in the analysis is the impact of solar

energy techniques. Tr. 1960-68 (McNair). Commercial sales are

separately estimated for four categories, based on inputs

including employment levels, per capita income, use per

customer, relative fuel prices, and variables to account for

jolts in past commercial sales. Adjustments are made to

account for conservation. McNair Testimony, pp. 5-6. For

~ industrial sales, separate equations are used for five major

industrial categories, with determinants including service area

employment. industrial production indices, and relative energy

40 Contentions 4a and b deal only with PP&L. Table 1.1-15 of
the Environmental Report, the stated basis for Contention 4a,
deals solely with PP&L. Similarly, PP&L is the " lead
Applicant", the term used in Contention 4b.
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prices. As in other sectors, explicit conservation adjustments-

are made. Id., p. 6. Based upon this methodology and the

assumptions used, an upper and lower band and a point-estimate

econometric forecast are developed. Id., pp. 7-11.

59. PP&L also uses the traditional, judgmental forecast-

ing methodology to develop a probable band of electricity
sales. The judgmental forecast for the residential sector is

based on end-use category estimates, changes in the housing

stock, electric heat saturation, appliance saturation, and

specific conservation assumptions. Id., pp. 12-14. This

includes projections on the impact of developments such as

solar hot water heaters, increased insulation, heat pumps, etc.

Tr. 1980-83 (McNair). The judgmental commercial forecast is

based on p*.'ior use, new customer estimates, changes in per

customer use, reductions due to conservation, and commercial

throwover.41 McNair Testimony, pp. 14-15. The industrial

sector is forecasted in each of several standard government
i

classifications based on relationships among variables making

up the gross national product-and production level for each

class, with reductions applied for conservation and cogenera-

tion, and potential increases from throwover. Id., pp. 15-16;
|

Tr. 2043 (McNair).

41 "Throwover" means the conversion of other fuel types (such
as oil and gas) to electricity. McNair Testimony, p. 15;
Tr. 1999-2000 (McNair).
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60. Based upon the results of both types of forecasts,

PP&L then produces a probability band sales forecast, which is

intended to provide a high probability of covering the actual

sales level. By the year 2000, the band is 12,500 GWh wide

(10.86 % annual rate from mid-point). McNair Testimony pp.

20-23.

61. A peak load forecast is also prepared. A load

research program enables PP&L to construct load curves for

customers in each rate class, based on load curves for average

customers within specified usage ranges. Rate class contribu-

tions to system peaks are developed and a ratio between class
,

contribution to system peak and annual sales to that class is

calculated. The system peak is forecasted by applying that

ratio to the predicted annual sales. Id., pp. 27-28.

62. PP&L's most recent forecast projects a compound

annual growth rate in peak load of 2.0% (1980-2000) and a

compound growth rate in energy sales of 2.2% for the same time

period. McNair Supp. Testimony, para. 2 and Ex. "A".
,

|

| 63. With respect to the specific allegations in

Contention 4a, the evidence showed that the output of the

! Susquehanna units will not be available for sale outside PP&L's

service area. When Susquehanna is placed in service, PP&L will

credit the energy generated by these units to its customers.

This will reduce PP&L's need for energy generated by more

expensive PP&L units (oil and coal-fired) to satisfy PP&L

-30-
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customer load. These other PP&L generating units will in turn

displace even more costly generation on the Pennsylvania-New
,

Jersey-Maryland Interconnection ("PJM") to which PP&L belongs.

Hecht Testimony, pp. 3-5; Tr. 2109-11, 2113-17 (Hecht). The

buyers (other PJM utilities) and PP&L's customers share equally

in the resulting savings. Hecht Testimony, p. 5.

64. As to the specific allegations of Contention 4b,

PP&L's own projections show that its reserve margins for

several years will be greater than that required to meet

minimum system reliability.42 Id., pp. 3-4, 6-7. With the

projected 2% annual growth in peak load, PP&L would require

additional major capacity additions by the mid-1980's if

Susquehanna were not allowed to operate. Even at a 1% growth

rate (half the rate PP&L predicts), new capacity would be

needed by about the 1990's. There is no support for the claim

in Contention 4b that TP&L can meet customer needs over the

next 30 years with its existing facilities. Id., pp. 7-8 and

Chart I.

65. Although PP&L for several years will have reserve
1
'

margins which are higher than those required, reserve margin is

! only one of many criteria to be considered. Other factors
1

include overall economics, fuel diversity, and conservation of

|

42 In fact, Applicants acknowledged this fact at the very
start of this proceeding. See Applicants' Response to
Supplements to Petition for Leave to Intervene of Citizens

| Against Nuclear Dangers, dated January 26, 1979, p. 9.
1

.

|
|
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oil. Operation of the Susquehanna units is desirable because

it provides significant economic savings, fuel diversity

benefits, and oil conservation. It would not be prudent to

make decisions on the need for capacity based only on the

single factor of reserve margin. Id., pp. 3-4, 6.

66. Susquehanna will provide fuel diversity by balancing
PP&L's fuel mix. PP&L's current mix of generating capacity is

63% coal, 33% oil and 4% hydroelectric. With Susquehanna, the-

mix will be 49% coal, 26% oil, 22% nuclear and 3% hydroelec-

tric. Because every fuel source is subject to natural or

man-made disruption, this increased diversity will reduce the

risks caused by over-reliance on any one fuel. Id., pp. 8-9;

Tr. 2125 (Hecht).

67. About 45% of PJM's installed capacity is oil-fired.

Tr. 2085-87 (Hecht). As shown above, 33% of PP&L's installed

capacity is oil-fired. Hecht Testimony, pp. 8-9. Operation of

Susquehanna will reduce both PP&L and PJM use of fuel oil.

During Susquehanna's first ten years of operation, this

reduction will total between 110 and 120 million barrels. As a

result, imports of oil will be reduced, directly or indirectly,

by the same amount. Hecht Testimony, p. 26 and Table 20.
,

68. Applicants' testimony also showed the economic

benefits of operating the Susquehanna units. Over a wide range

of assumptions, operation of the Susquehanna units was shown to ''

4

have a substantial net value. Id., pp. 9-26.

.
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69. Applicants' economic analysis described the net

economic benefit to PP&L's customers resulting from placing

Susquehanna in service versus abandonment of the facility. The

analysis compared the company's revenue requirements with the

plant in-service with those if Susquehanna were abandoned. The

analysis considered carrying charges on capital-related costs,

operation and maintenance costs, capital additions, fuel costs

and interchange revenues. Id., pp. 9-21.

70. The analysis varied key assumptions over a wide

range. For example, peak load growths from 1% to 3 1/2% were

modeled. Id., pp. 16-17, Tables 4-7, 14-19. Lifetime capacity

factors for Susquehanna were varied from a pessimistic 50% to

an optimistic 80%. Id., pp, 24-25, Tables 16-19. A one year

delay was assumed in plant operation. Id., pp. 23-24, Tables

8-15. As a final check, an analysis was performed assuming a

zero growth rate in peak load and sales for both PP&L and PJM

and a 50% lifetime capacity factor. Hecht Supp. Testimony,

para. 3; Hecht Testimony, Table 19. Even under these extraor-

dinarily pessimistic assumptions, the net benefit to PP&L from

operating Susquehanna was shown to be $3.15 billion dollars for

the first ten years of operation. Under more realistic

assumptions, the net benefit to PP&L ranged from $4.8 to $10.9

billion for the first ten years. Id., Table 19. Benefits

beyond the first ten years would be expected to be even

greater. Id., pp. 22-23. Benefits to other PJM companies
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during the first ten years would total between $2 and $3

billion. Id., p. 23.

71. If only one of the Susquehanna units were licensed

I and the second one abandoned, the net benefit would be reduced

to about half of the values shown in the preceding paragraph,

I representing a loss of from about $1.5 to $5.5 billion in

benefits in the first ten years alone. Id., p. 22.

72. The NRC Staff presented an analysis demonstrating

that operation of the Susquehanna facility would result in a

net benefit even under the conditions alleged in Contentions 4a

and 4b. This analysis assumes that Susquehanna is not needed

to meet growth in demand for electricity. Substituting the

electricity to be generated by Susquehanna for the electricity

generated by less economical units available to Applicants

would save about $65 million in 1983. This calculation was

cased on the very conservative assumption that all of

Susquehanna's capacity could be replaced by coal-fired genera-
;

tion.43 Prasad 4 Testimony, pp. 2-7. An analysis by the U.S.

Department of Energy found the replacement fuel cost for

Susquehanna Unit 1 alone in 1982 to be $13.5 million per month

($162 million on an annual basis) . Id., p. 7. Even if there
I

were a 35% decrease in demand for electricity, there would

( still be a net benefit from operating Susquehanna. Tr. 2201-03

(Prasad). . .

I 43 As shown by Applicants' analysis, operation of Susquehanna
| will in fact displace substantial oil-fired generation. Hecht
' Testimony, p. 26 and Table 20.
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73. Based upon_the uncontradicted evidence, the Licensing-

Board finds that while PP&L for the next several years is

likely, with Susquehanna operating, to have greater reserves

than needed to meet minimum reliability standards, operation of

the Susquehanna units will be economically beneficial, provide

additional reliability, and displace substantial amounts of

imported oil. The cost-benefit balance therefore favors

operation of the plant.

D. Contention 5 (Models Used to Calculate Low-Level
Radiation Doses)

74. Contention 5 challenges certain models used to

calculate the radiation doses from radioactive releases from

the Susquehanna facility. The contention reads:
,

|
'

5. Certain models used by the Applicants to
calculate individual and population-

! radiation doses are inaccurate and
obsolete. The deficiencies are com-
pounded by the arbitrary selection of
data from inappropriate sources for thei

purpose of formulating these models.
Specifically:

a, the milk transfer coefficient for
iodine has been underestimated (See
Health Physics, 35, pp. 413-16, 1978),

b. the models use factors which
convert alpha particle dose in rads to
rems which are far too low (see Health
Physics, 34, pp. 353-60, 1978).

c. the models use factors which
underestimate the radiation effect, on a
per rad basis, for the very low energy
beta and gamma radiation as from H-3 and
C-14 (see Health Physics, 34, pp.
433-38, 1978).

|

.

4
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75. Contention 5 was disminced by cummary disposition.

See para. 26, supra. -

E. Contention 6a ' Evacuation Plan)

76. Contention 6 raises three distinct issues on emer-

i gency planning. Contention 6a focuses on evacuation issues,

and reads as follows:

; The emergency plan proposed by the Applicants
'

is not sufficient to assure prompt notifica-
tion and evacuation of all areas in which

',

persons may be exposed to radiation doses in
excess of those permitted by existing
radiation exposure standards for the general

! public and Protective Action Guides.

|
Specifically:

a. The plan fails to account ade-
quately for narrow roads and
adverse weather conditions in the
vicinity of the site.

; 77. Testimony on this issue was presented by

Applicants,44 the NRC Staff,4 and'the Commonwealth.4 In

addition, the Director of Civil Defense for Luzerne County and

the Executive Director of the Luzerne County Civil Defense

Council were called as witnesses by the Licensing Board.4 No
,

testimony was presented by intervenors.i

44 " Applicants' Testimony of Scott T. McCandless on
~

Contention 6a," foll. Tr. 2250 ("McCandless Testimony"); oral
testimony of Robert M. Carroll, Tr. 2310-2315.

45 " Testimony of Stephen H. Chesnut Related to Onsite
Emergency Planning (Contention 6)," foll. Tr. 2517 ("Chesnut
Testimony").

.

46 " Commonwealth of Pennsylvania's Testimony of Adolph L.
Belser, Kenneth R. Lamison, Ralph J. Hippert, John J. Comey In
Response to Contentions 6 and 20," foll. Tr. 2586 ("PEMA
Testimony") (These witnesses represented the Pennsylvania
Emergency Management Agency ("PEMA"). i

47 " Statement of Frank Townend," foll. Tr. 2705 ("Townend
Testimony"); Tr. 2703-05.
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78. The NRC's regulatory framework and guidance

concerning evacuation should first be noted. Section 50.47

(b)(10) of 10 CFR Part 50 requires that emergency plans include

"a range of protective actions ... for the plume exposure

pathway EPZ [ emergency planning zone] for emergency workers and

the public." Section IV of 10 CFR Part 50 Appendix E requires,

in part, that an operating license applicant "shall... provide

an analysis of the time required to evacuate and for taking

other protective actions for various sectors and distances with

the plume exposure pathway EPZ for transient and permanent

48populations." The regulations cite to NUREG-0654 for further

guidance. 10 CFR 550.47(b), n. 1; Part 50 Appendix E, nn. 1,

2, 4. While NUREG-0654 recommends that provisions be made for

evacuation and that evacuation time estimates be prepared (see

NUREC-0654, pp. 59-64 and Appendix 4), no maximum time

al2.owances for evacuation are established. Under conditions

where evacuation would not be feasible, other protective

actions such as sheltering would be considered. Tr. 2298-99,

2304-05 (McCandless); Tr. 2462, 2507-08 (Reilly); Tr. 2535-37

(Chesnut).
|

79. In accordance with NUREG-0654, Applicants commis-

sioned an evacuation time estimate study for Lae plume exposure
,

|

i

48 NUREG-0654/ FEMA-REP-1, Rev. 1, Criteria for Preparationd

and Evaluation of Radiological Emergency Response Plans and
Preparedness in Support of Nuclear Power Plants (dovember 1980)
("NUREG-0654"). NRC Staff Ex. 7.

i
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pathway EPZ surrounding the.Susquehanna site. The study was

prepared by HMM Associates, Inc., a company which has. performed

such studies for fourteen nuclear power plant sites.

McCandless Testimony, p. 1; Tr. 2276 (McCandless). The purpose

of this type of study is not to set the bounds of the absolute

; worst case to conduct an evacuation, but to provide information

on which to base protective action decisions. Tr. 2536

(Chestnut).

80. Applicants' evacuation time estimate study utilized a

computer evacuation simulation model developed by HMM and

Professor Sheffi of the M.I.T. Center for Transportation

Studies. The model has been validated by comparison to field

data and to a computer model developed by the Federal Highway

Administration. McCandless Testimony, p. 4. The highway

network used in the ~model was taken from the state and county

emergency plans. Id., p. 7; PEMA Testimony, pp. 3-4, 27; Tr.

2252-53, 2277-78 (McCandless). Major evacuation routes were

selected b'y PEMA in conjunction with traffic engineers from the

Commonwealth's Department of Transportation. Tr. 2638-39

(Belser).

81. HMM conducted field surveys of each roadway link and

each intersection in the evacuation highway network, which took

into account the " narrow roads" referred to in the contention.

McCandless Testimony, p. 7; Tr. 2252-53, 2278-80 (McCandless).

The survey included such detail as whether there is parking on
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one or both sides of a street, the presence of obstacles _in thei

roadway which could affect the traffic carrying capacity, and

the presence of stop signs and traffic signals. Tr. 2279-80

(McCandless). Because of its dynamic nature, the model

accounts -for temporary overloading of- highway capacity due to

spillback and queues. Tr. 2289 (McCandless). The model

conservatively uses only the outbound links of the road network

'

in simulating evacuations. Tr. 2264 (McCandless).
82. To account for adverse weather, the BMM analysis

| modeled four different conditions -- heavy rainfall or moderate

snow, concurrent precipitation and flooding of the Susquehanna;

River, icing, and winter storms. McCandless Testimony, pp.

10-11; Tr. 2254-55 (McCandless). To model these cases, HMM
t

imposed capacity limits on the highway network and speed limits

on evacuating traffic. Id. The capacity reduction represented,

i

a doubling of the values reported in the literature. Tr.
.

2285-86, 2302-03 (McCandless). In addition, various portions

of the highway network were removed from the model to represent.

their closing or impassability due to the adverse weather.
!

i McCandless Testimony, pp. 10-11; Tr. 2254-55, 2273-74
1~

(McCandless). The choices of roads to close was made after

discussions with the State Police. Id.

83. Based upon its analysis, HMM concluded that the

entire plume exposure EPZ could be evacuated in about six hours

or less during a weekday, in about five hours or less during

-39-
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the weekend or night cases, and in less than nine hours during

the adverse weather cases. McCandless Testimony, pp. 8-11.

These time estimates are comparable to those for other nuclear

power plant sites studied by HMM. Id., p. 12. PEMA accepted

the HMM estimates for planning purposes but would increase the

weekday estimate by one hour and 40 minutes to account for the

possibility that buses mich" have to make two runs to handle
,

'
individuals without rztomobile transportation. Tr. 2604-05

(Hippert). The director of the Luzerne County emergency

program testified that the HMM estimates are conservatively

high and that evacuation could actually be carried out in about

two hours. Tr. 2717-19 (Townend).

84. Considerable discussion was focused on evacuation of

school children. The HMM study assumed that school children

would be evacuated by bus and that departures would start 90

minutes after the evacuation order was given. McCandless
|

'

Testimony, p. 7; Tr. 2253, 2290 (McCandless). The 90 minute

assumption is conservative. Tr. 2295 (McCandless). The local

school districts use the 90 minute assumption for mobilization

of buses when schools are dismissed early due to snow condi-

tions. Tr. 2313-14 (Carroll). A key factor is the

availability of school buses. Applicants' consultant discussed

the availability of buses with each affected school district.

Tr. 2311-13, 2315-18 (Carroll). All except Berwick have enough

buses within their control to handle the number of children to

,

! -40-
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be evacuated. Tr. 2311-12 (Carroll). In the case of the

Berwick school district, some buses would come from neighboring

districts outside the plume exposure pathway EPZ. These

districts have been contacted by Berwick about supplying buses

and have verbally agreed to do so. Tr. 2312, 2313, 2322, 2328

(Carroll).

85. At the time of the hearing, the affected school

districts had nGt yet prepared written evacuation plans. Tr.

2317, 2328 (Carroll); Tr. 2607-11 (Belser and Hippert); Tr.

2694 (Swiren). In fact, no school districts in the state have

as yet prepared such plans, even those near operating nuclear

power plants. Tr. 2624-25 (Belser); Tr. 2676 (Swiren). There

was general agreement that such plans should be prepared prior

to plant operation. Tr. 2317, 2328, 2335-36 (Carroll); Tr.

2607-09, 2666 (Belser and Hippert); Tr. 2675-76, 2685 (Swiren).

The districts intend to prepare such plans. Tr. 2336 (Carroll).

A joint letter from the Commonwealth's Secretary of Education

and the Director of PEMA to all school districts in the state
will request that such plans be prepared in the near future.

Tr. 2609-12, 2624, 2643 (Belser and Hippert). There does not

! - appear to be any reason why these plans cannot be prepared in a

i timely manner. Tr. 2654 (Hippert). And, the director of the
I

Luzerne County emergency program was confident that an evac-

uation could be successfully carried out now, notwithstanding
the absence of plans. Tr. 2721 (Townend); see also, Tr. 2337

(Carroll).
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86. Based on all the evidence, the Licensing Board finds

that emergency plans have adequately addressed the effect of

narrow roads and adverse weather conditions on evacuations and

that the overall planning process adequately addresses evac-

| uation from the plume exposure pathway EPZ.
!

( F. Contention 6b (Capability of Bureau of Radiation
Protection)

87. Contencion 6b reads as follows:
i

| The e.mergency plan proposed by the Applicants is
not sufficient to assure prompt notification and
evacuation of all areas in which persons may be
exposed to radiation doses in excess of those
permitted by existing radiation exposure
standards fcr the general public and Protective
Action Guides. Specifically:

L

j b. There is considerable question of the
| ability of Pennsylvania's Office of
| Radiological Health to fulfill its

assigned functions in the event of an
i emergency. The Director of that
| Office stated at a public meeting that

his staff would not be able to respond
at all hours to an accident at a
nuclear facility. He has also, by
affidavit, denied having made such a
statement. This question must be
resolved. Furthermore, the office has
been unsuccessful in obtaining the
amount of funding required to provide
adequate qualified staff and equipment
to be able to expand its capability to
monitor and respond to a radiation
emergency situation at Susquehanna.

Testimony on this contention was presented by Applicants,4' the

49 " Applicants' Testimony of Oran K. Henderson on Contention
6(b)," foll. Tr. 2339 ("Henderson 6b Testimony").

|
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50Commonwealth and the NRC Staff.~ Intervenors presented no

testimony.

88. The contention essentially challenges the capability
of BRP to carry out its functions in the event of an

emergency. BRP's basic responsibility in the event of an

accident at a nuclear power plant is to assess the accident and

recommend appropriate protective actions to PEMA. Reilly

Testimony, p. 2; Henderson 6b Testimony, p. 1.

89. Since the Three Mile Island accident, BRP has

significantly increased its resources. Its funding has

! increased by about $300,000 to $900,000 per year. Henderson 6b

Testimony, p. 2; Tr. 2485 (Reilly). Two additional nuclear

engineers, an additional health physicist, and a technician

have been hired. Reilly Testimony, p. 3. A mobile laboratory,

two street vans, improved communications capability and new
| radiological monitoring and analytical equipment have been

50 " Commonwealth of Pennsylvania Staff Testimony of Margaret
A. Reilly in Response to Contentions 6b, 20[5][b], 20[6][a],
20[6][b], 20[6][c], 20[7][a], 20 [7 ] [i] , 20[7][k](1) (Emergency
Planning - Bureau of Radiation Protection)," foll. Tr. 2434
("Reilly Testimony").

51 " Testimony of Bruce J. Swiren of the Federal Emergency
| Management Agency on Off-Site Emergency Planning - Contention

6," foll. Tr. 2519 ("Swiren 6 Testimony").

| 52 Although the contention speaks of the " Office of
| Radiological Health", the correct name for the organization is
j the Bureau of Radiation Protection. Tr. 2347 (Henderson); see

Tr. 2348 (Adler). BRP is a part of the Commonwealth's Department
of Environmental Resources. Reilly Testimony, p. 1.
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obtained. Id.,; Henderson 6b Testimony, p. 2; Tr. 2498-99

(Reilly). BRP's personnel reflect a high degree of training

and experience in radiation protection fields. Swiren 6

Testimony, p. 3; Tr. 2482-93 (Reilly).

90. BRP has the capability of responding to a nuclear

power plant accident on a 24-hour basis. This includes its

notification, alerting and response functions. Reilly

Testimony, p. 3; Tr. 2442-43; 2493-97 (Reilly); Tr. 2356-57

(Henderson). In the event that BRP personnel could not be

reached, existing procedures call for notification to the

24-hour a day PEMA duty officer. Tr. 2495-96 (Reilly); Tr.

2529 (Swiren). -

,

91. During an emergency, BRP establishes direct communi-

cation with the nuclear plant and with PEMA on dedicated

telephone lines. Reilly Testimony, p. 3: Henderson 6b

' Testimony, p. 2; Tr. 2443'; 2455 (Reilly). If the situation

warrants, BRP will dispatch one o its nuclear engineers to the

plant's Emergency Operations Facility; while the engineer is in

transit, hecouldbecontactedby'B}NPviaradio.Tr. 2455-56,

2509 (Reilly).

92. One of BRP's functions following an accident is to

conduct off-site radiological measurements. Reilly Testimony,

p. 2. While these measurements are not generally needed for

such immediate post-accident purposes as deciding whether to

evacuate, they do provide supporting data for long-term dose

-44-
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projections. Tr. 2454-55 (Reilly). BRP has the capability of

having as many as three monitoring teams from its Wernersville

office at Susquehanna within three hours, as well as three

additional teams from Harrisburg within the same time frame.

Reilly Testimony, p. 2; Swiren Testimony, p. 3; Tr. 2454,

2508-09 (Reilly). In addition, airborne surveillance by the

U.S. Department of Energy could be available within about 2 to

2 1/2 hours. Tr. 2457-56 (Reilly). The Wernersville and

Harrisburg offices each have two complete sets of monitoring

equipment with a third set held in reserve; statewide, BRP has

field equipment for nine monitoring teams. Reilly Testimony,

p. 3.; Swiren Testimony 3; Tr. 2446 (Reilly). The equipment is
i

inspected and operationally checked at least once each calendar

quarter. Tr. 2446-47 (Reilly).

93. BRP also has fixed monitoring stations surrounding

the Susquehanna site, including seventeen locations for

thermoluminescent dosimeters ("TLD's"). Commonwealth Ex. 2.53

These are used as part of BRP's routine surveillance programi

and would also be used for dose verification af ter an accident '

and for population dose estimates. Tr. 2450-51 (Reilly).

BRP's TLD's are supplemented by some 35 TLD's placed around

Susquehanna by BRP for NRC as well as some 60 TLD's positioned

by Applicants. Tr. 2451 (Reilly). These are not, however,

53 Susquehanna Steam Nuclear Power Plant Sampling Locations,
Commonwealth Ex. 2. .

.

| -45-
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used for deciding on immediate post-accident protective

actions; off-site. readings are used for purposes of confirming -'

other data. Tr. 2442 1452 (Reilly). On-site data, including

meteorological information, would be- used to determine the type,

of protective action to be taken. Tr. 2452-53 (Reilly).,

i
94. Based on the record established, the-Licensing Board

'
finds that BRP is appropriately staffed, manned, equipped and

funded to fulfill its assigned functions in the event of an

2 accid,ent at the Susquehanna facility.

G. Contention 6c (Training and Safeguards for Local
Emergency Units)

95. Contention 6c states:<

6. The emergency plan proposed by the
Applicants is not sufficient to assure

~

;

.- prompt notification and evacuation of all-
areas in which persons may be exposed to

'

L ,, radiation doses in excess of those permit-
ted by existing radiation exposure stand-,

,

if ards for the general public.and Protective
Action Guides. Specifically:

t

c. The plan includes insufficient
information with respect to either the-x

training of or the adequacy of
radiation hazard safe-guards to

| protect local emergency units which
may be required to participate in
emergency evacuation procedures or
which may be required to deal witht

onsite situations. The plan does not
state whether the public or the

E utility will provide the training in
protection and procedure required by
lo"b. smergency units to coordinate a

( * sis, rystematic evacuation.

' Testimony on this iss e y,t.- ,cesented by Applicants,54 thes

,

54 " Applicants' Testimony of Oran K. Henderson on Contentionp
6(c)," foll. Tr. 2358 ("Handerson 6c Testimony"); " Applicants'

,
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55Commonwealth and the NRC Staff. Intervenors presented no
i

testimony.

96. In general, two different categories of individuals

are covered by the training and safeguards described by the4

{ contention -- those who might be required to come onto the site
!

during emergencies and those who would perform their functions

off-site. Training for organizations which would come on-site

during an emergency is Applicants' responsibility. PSMA

Testimony, p. 4. The un organizations are the fire departments,i

State Police and ambulance companies. Cantone Test 1. mony, p. 1.

j 97. The fire companies will receive training in basic
!

radiation theory, plant layout, access control, on-site

equ_pment, emergency classification, reporting and notification

procedures, communication, dose assessment, protection and*

corrective actions, and emergency organization and responsi-

| bilities. Cantone Testimony, pp. 2-3, Chesnut Testimony, p. 5;

! Tr. 2419-20 (Cantone). The fire companies are also made aware

of the approximately 185 fire pre-plans developed for each room

i

j or area within the plant. Cantone Testimony, pp. 6-7; Tr.
,

; 2413-2416 (Cantone). They are not, however, specifically

,

(continued)
Testimony of Steven H. Cantone on Contention 6(c)," foll. Tr.
2383 ("Cantone Testimony").

55 PEMA Testimony.

56 'Swiren 6 Testimony; Chesnut Testimony.
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trained on the details of these plans; the on-site fire brigade

is intimately familiar with those details, would accompany the

fire companies to the fire, and would provide the information

to the fire companies as needed. Tr. 2414-16 (Cantone).
98. Training for ambulance companies closely parallels

that for the fire companies and also includes training on the

care of contaminated injuries. Applicants' health physics

personnel would also assist and maintain the radiological

safety of ambulance company personnel. Cantone Testimony,

pp. 2, 4, 7; Chesnut Testimony, p. 5; Tr. 2420 (Cantone). Also

included in the training are Berwick hospital personnel, who

would be called upon to handle persons who might be injured and "

contaminated with radioactivity. Cantone Testimony, p. 4.; Tr.

2403 (Cantone).

99. The State Police would be called to the site only in

the case of security threats requiring augmentation of the

plant security forces. Tr. 2512 (Cantone). Their training

includes basic radiation theory, plant layout, Applicants'

security organization, security contingencies and the interface

between on-site and off-site organizations. Chesnut Testimony,

pp. 5-6; Tr. 2513-14 (Cantone). Applicants' arrangements are

with the State Police, rather than local jurisdictions, because

of the physical proximity of the site to the Sh'ickshinny State

Police barracks, jurisdictional questions, the resources

available, and relative levels of training. Tr. 2512-13

(Cantone).
.
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100. Applicants would also provide necessary radiation

protection equipment to personnel coming on-site in an

emergency. Protective clothing and respiratory equipment would

be available as required. Where there is the potential for

release of radioactive iodine from the reactor, administration

of potassium iodide available on site will be considered by the
site emergency director in consultation (to the extent feasi-

ble) with Applicants' radiological medicine consultants.

Applicants will provide qualified health physics personnel to

assure the radiological safety of off-site personnel. Cantone

Testimony, pp. 6-7; Tr. 2398-99 (Cantone).

101. Applicants' training program began several years ago.

A complete cycle of training is scheduled to be completed by
the end of 1981. Cantone Testimony, p. 5; Tr. 2395-96

(Cantone). This will be followed by annual retraining pro-
"

grams. Tr. 2396 (Cantone). The effectiveness of the training

program will be tested by periodic fire drills, contaminated

injury drills and full scale emergency plan drills. Cantone

Testimony, p. 5; Tr. 2427-28 (Cantone). Only those organiza-

tions which have been trained are relied upon. Tr. 2396

(Cantone).

102. Training for those who are to perform emergency

functions off-site is provided by several entities. Applicants

provide overview training regarding the Susquehanna emergency

plan and interfaces between on-site and off-site personnel.

-49-
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Agencies receiving this training include PEMA, BRP, Luzerne

County Civil Defense, Columbia County Emergency Management

Agency, and municipal emergency management coordinators.

Cantone Testimony, p. 2.

103. Appendix 10 of the state's emergency plan provides

that PEMA has overall responsibility for training of off-site

emergency units and monitoring overall radiological emergency

response training programs. PEMA Testimony, pp. 4-5; Henderson ,

6c Testimony, p. 1. Emergency plans for Luzerne and Columbia

Counties, the two counties within the plume exposure pathway

EPZ, detail the number of persons to participate in the various

courses of instructions and provide that the counties will

train municipal emergency response personnel. Henderson 6c

Testimony, p. 3. The training itself is carried out by several

entities, including PEMA, Federal Emergency Management Agency,

U.S. Department of Energy, and the Commonwealth's Department of

Health. Id., p. 1. The training program meets the require-

ments of NRC regulations and NUREG-0654. Henderson 6c

Testimony, p. 3; Tr. 2523-2525 (Chesnut); Tr. 2527 (Swiren).

Its adequacy will be tested by the full scale drill scheduled |

for March 1982. PEMA Testimony, p. 7; Tr. 2696-97 (Swiren).
'

104. With regard to " radiation - hazard safeguards" for

emergency workets who remain off-site, the Commonwealth's

current policy calls for the issuance of potassium iodide to

those workers, and its use by them, if ordered by the Secretary
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of Health. PEMA Testimony, p. 8. Potassium iodide will~be

predistributed to all affected counties. Id. State and county

plans currently call for each emergency worker to receive two-

self-reading dosimeters (CD V-730 and CD V-742) and a TLD.

PEMA Testimony, p. 19. State-wide, the Commonwealth has

identified unmet needs for CD V-730's and for'TLD's. Tr. 2607,

2625 (Belser); Tr. 2676 (Swiren). TLD's could be purchased by

or for the state or procured on a loan basis; alternatively,

the Commonwealth's existing supply of TLD's could be allocated

to provide approximate coverage. Tr. 2672-73 (Swiren).
Additional CD V-730's could also be purchased or borrowed.

Federal guidance, while calling for each emergency worker to

have self-reading dosimetry, does not require two self-reading

dosimeters for each emergency worker. Tr. 2678, 2698-2700

(Swiren).

105. Based on the record, the Licensing Board finds that

plans for training and radiation hazard safeguards for off-site

agencies are generally adequate and that training can be

completed in a timely manner.

H. Contention 7 (Unresolved Generic Safety Issues)

106. Contention 7 raises four generic safety issues

relevant to the Susquehanna facility. The contention reads:

7. The nuclear steam supply system of
Susquehanna 1 and 2 contains numerous generic
design deficiencies, some of which may never
be resolvable, and which, when reviewed
together, render a picture of an unsafe
nuclear installation which may never be safe
enough to operate. Specifically:
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a. The pressure suppression contain-
ment structure may not be constructed
with sufficient strength to withstand
the dynamic forces realized during
blowdown.

b. -The cracking of stainless steel
piping in BWR coolant water environments
due to stress corrosion has yet to be
prevented or avoided.

c. BWR core spray nozzles occasionally
crack, a problem which reduces their
effectiveness.

d. The-ability of Susquehanna to
survive anticipated transients without
scram (ATWS) remains to be demonstrated.
In this regard, reljanceonprobabilis-
tic numbers, as 10 per year, is unwise
and unsafe.

107. The issues raised in parts a, c and d were dismissed -

by summary disposition. See paras. 26, 28 supra.

108. Contention 7b, on which testimony was received at the

hearing from Applicants and the NRC Staff, asserts that
L

cracking of stainless steel piping in boiling water reactor

("BWR") coolant environments due to stress corrosion "has yet
to be prevented or avoided." The type of corrosion referred to

in the contention is intergranular stress corrosion cracking

("IGSCC"). Lemaire Testimony, para. 3.

57 " Affidavit of Joseph C. Lemaire in Support of Summary
Disposition of Contention 7B," foll . Tr . 1916 ("Lemaire
Testimony"); " Affidavit of Walter J. Rhoades in Support of
Summary Disposition of Contention 7B," foll. Tr. 1939 ("Rhoades
Testimony").

. .

58 "NRC Staff Testimony of Felix B. Litton Regarding Stress
Corrosion Cracking in BWR Stainless Steel Piping (Contention
7b)," foll . Tr . 1927 ("Litton Testimony").

.
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109. IGSCC generally occurs in areas immediately adjacent

to welds attaching the piping to elbows or fittings. The

location of the cracks indicates that the phenomenon is

produced, at least in part, by the w?lding process. Lemaire

Testimony, para. 13.

110. The incidence of IGSCC at-BWR's has been low (only

267 out of approximately 34,000 weld heat affected zones have

experienced it in 400 reactor-years of experience). Lemaire

Testimony, para. 11. As a result of analytical, field and

laboratory efforts by industry and the NRC Staff, the causes

of, and solutions to, the IGSCC problem are well understood.

Lemaire Testimony, paras. 7,,8; Litton Testimony, p. 2.

111. In order for IGSCC to occur in a pure, high tempera-

ture water environment such as used in Susquehanna, three

concurrent conditions must be present: a susceptible-material,

tensile stress in excess of.the local yield stress, and

presence of relatively high amounts of dissolved oxygen in the

cooJing water. Lemaire Testimony, paras. 14-21, 26-28; Litton
F

! Testimony, pp. 2-3; Tr. 1930 (Litton). .

1
'

112. The material subject to IGSCC, austenitic stainless

steel, is highly ductile and thus not susceptible to sudden

fracture. Therefore, any cracks that develop as a result of

IGSCC will most likely be detected prior to leaking or while
,
.

{ the leakage rate is small. Lemaire Testimony, para. 9. This
|

principle has been verified in the laboratory through detailed

i
.
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analysis _and metallographic examination of crack samples.

Lemaire Testimony, para 10. It has also been demonstrated in

operating experience, for ne pipe has ever ruptured at a BWR

due to IGSCC. Id, para. 9; Tr. 1922 (Lemaire).

113. Based on the understanding of the causes of IGSCC,

General Electric developed a program to identify and qualify

remedies for the cracking. Lemaire Testimony, para. 29.

Several methods qualified by General Electric's program for

preventing or mitigating IGSCC, have been used at various
i

locations at Susquehanna. Lemaire Testimony, paras. 32-42.

114. In NUREG-0313, Rev. 1, ("NUREG-0313")59 the NRC Staff

, set forth the methods which it considers acceptable for
|

| reducing the susceptibility of BWR's to IGSCC. Litton

Testimony, p. 3. Applicants have followed the guidance of

; NUREG-0313 and undertaken an extensive program to reduce the

i potential for IGSCC. Litton Testimony, p. 3; Rhoades

| Testimony, - ra. 4; Bd. Ex. 3, foll. Tr. 1935, p.l.

115. One method of avoiding IGSCC is solution heat

treatment of piping af ter fabrication. This procedure elim-

inates sensitization and residual stress and makes the material
|

| immune to IGSCC. Iemaire Testimony, para. 33. At Susquehanna,

the recirculation system riser piping shop welds have received

! solution heat treatment. Rhoades Testimony, para. 7; Bd. Ex.
|
I 3, p. 2.

'

l 59 liRC Staff Ex. 6.
I
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116. Corrosion resistant cladding consisting of austenitic

stainless steel weld metal containing more than 8% ferrite in

the final fabricated condition is effective in preventing

IGSCC. Lemaire Testimony, para. 34. At Susquehanna, low

carbon, corrosion resistant cladding has been applied to

field-welded portions of the recirculation system riser piping.

Rhoades Testimony, para. 8; Bd. Ex. 3, p. 2.

117. Weld metal with ferrite level of 5% or more is not
susceptible to IGSCC initiation. Lemaire Testimony, para. 39.

At Susquehanna, all weld metal and all Type 304 and Type 316

castings in the reactor pressure boundary have at least 5%

ferrite content. Rhoades Testimony, para. 9; Bd. Ex. 3, p. 3.

118. A technique known as induction heating stress

improvement ("IHSI") can be used to reduce greatly the tensile

residual stress produced in the region adjacent to the weld by

the welding process and increase resistance to IGSCC. Lemaire

Testimony, para. 38. At Cusquehanna, welds in the piping

constituting the reactor coolant boundary not replaced by IGSCC

resistant material will receive IHSI and/or augmented in-

service inspection. Rhoades Testimony, para. 11; Bd. Ex. 3, p.

4; Litton Testimony, p. 4.

119. Use of low carbon stainless steel materials, such as

limited carbon Type 304 stainless steel with less than or equal

to 0.030% maximum carbon and Type 304L stainless steel (0.035%

maximum carbon), will reduce the possibility of IGSCC.60

60 There is successful operating experience with low carbon
stainless steel materials. Low carbon stainless steel has been
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Lemaire Testimony, paras. 40-42. At Susquehanna, materials

susceptible to IGSCC have been replaced, where practicable,

with materials that are substantially less subject to IGSCC.

Among others, the recirculation system discharge valve bypass

lines, all piping in the head spray system, almost all suscep-

tible piping in the core spray system and the reactor water

cleanup system, and all piping in the instrument piping and

bottom drain line, have been replaced with Type 304L stainless

steel or with limited carbon Type 304 stainless steel having a

maximum carbon content of 0.03%. Rhoades Testimony, para. 10;

Litton Testimony, p. 3-4; Bd. Ex. 3, p.1. Also, the control

rod drive hydraulic return line, which was Type 304 stainless

steel, was removed and the design modified. Rhoades Testimony,

para. 12; Bd. Ex. 3, p.2.

120. Another way to protect against IGSCC is to reduce the

stress to which the piping is subjected. All pipe components

at Susquehanna are designed in accordance with ASME Code

requirements that stresses be kept below specified values.

Lemaire Testimony, para. 43.

121. Finally, the margin against IGSCC can be increased by

reducing the oxygen content of the coolant water during startup

and shutdown conditions. Lemaire Testimony, para. 26. At
.

(continued) .

used in selected applications, and there are hundreds of welds
in place made out of low carbon stainless steel without ever
experiencing a cracking incident. Tr. 1923-24 (Lemaire).
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Susquehanna, the control rod drive pump intake has been

relocated to allow use of CRD water with the lowest oxygen

concentration available. Bd. Ex. 3, p. 2. During all other

phases of operation / shutdown, oxygen levels are reduced at

Susquehanna by use of a mechanical vacuum deaerator which is

expected to maintain the oxygen content in reactor coolant

water below 0.25 ppm. Rhoades Testimony, para. 5; Bd. Ex. 3,

p. 2.

122. A continuous on-line leak detection system has been

implemented at Susquehanna. The system, which conforms with

the requirements of NUREG-0313, consists of temperature,

pressure and flow sensors with associated instrumentation and

alarms. The system detects and annunciates leakages in the

following systems: main steam lines, reactor water cleanup

system, residual heat removal system, reactor core isolation

cooling system, feedwater system, and high pressure coolant

injection system. Susquehanna Steam Electric Station Final

Safety Analysis Report ("FSAR") p. 5.2-40 foll. Tr. 1943;

Rhoades Testimony, para. 13; Bd. Ex.'3, p. 4.

123. The leak detection system at Susquehanna is capable

of monitoring flow rates with an accuracy of 1 gallon per

minute ("gpm"). Small leaks (5 gpm and less) in the reactor

coolant piping are detected by temperature and pressure changes

and drain pump activities. FSAR S5.2.5.1, p. 5.2-40 to 5.2-42,

foll. Tr. 1943. Once unidentified leakage in an area increases
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by more than 1 gpm during a given hour, or if there is

unidentified leakage of 5 gpm in a 24-hour period, the plant

.must be shut down to perform inspections and identify the

; leakage. Tr. 1940-41 (Rhoades).
'

124. In-service inspections are to be performed on reactor

coolant pressure boundary welds at Susquehanna in accordance

j with the ASME Code and NUREG-0313. In some areas, the inspec-

tion frequency has been increased from what.the Code requires

i in order to compensate for the inability to replace the

sensitized stainless steel. 1:. 1941-42 (Rhoades); Litton
i

Testimony, p. 4. This augmented in-service inspection program
:

will provide a high likelihood of detecting cracks before

leakage occurs. Lemaire Testimony, para. 44; Litton Testimony,

| p. 4; Tr. 1931 (Litton). The leak-detection system at

Susquehanna will further assure that any IGSCC that might occur
!
'

will be detected and correc ted before pipe rupture can take

place. Lemaire Testimony, para. 45.
,

,

| 125. Consequently, che Licensing Board finds that stress
,

corrosion cracking of stainless steel piping in coolant water

environments at Susquehannc is a well understood phenomenon;,

;

( that adequate measures have been taken by the Applicants, in

accordance with NRC Staff guidance in NUREG-0313, to prevent or

! avoid the occurrence of such cracking; and that, in the event
i

such cracking were to occur at Sucquehanna, there is a high

likelihood that it would be detected prior to the occurrence of
(

any significant safety hazard.'

|
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I. Contention 8 (Reactor Pressure Vessel Failure Due to
~

Thermal Shock)

126. Another generic safety issue was raised in Contention

8. The contention reads:

8. The Applicants have not adequately
demonstrated compliance with the
Standard Review Plan, 55.3.3, " Reactor
Vessel Integrity", Part II.6. As a
result, the reactor pressure vessel may
not survive the thermal shock of cool

.

'

ECCS water after blowdown without
cracking.

127. Contention 8 was dismissed by summary disposition.
,

See para. 26, supra. '-

J. Contention 9 (Decommissioning)

128. Contention 9 questions 'he health and' monetary costs

of decommissioning the Susquehanna facility and Applicants'

financial qualifications to assume those monetary costs. The

contention states:

9. The Applicants have underestimated both
the. health costs and the monetary costs of
decommissioning the Susquehanna facility.
The monetary cost estimates are derived from
an industry-sponsored study which is
obviously biased, with cost estimates far

i below what the actual cost of decommissioning
will be. Such cost will at least be equal to
the cost of construction. Further, the
statement by the Applicants that it is

| " generally agreed" that the decommissioning
of a large nuclear power facility poses noi

i new occupational or environmental hazards is
erroneous. There are serious radiation
hazards, particularly for workers. As a
result:

.r

a. These costs, when added to other !
monetary and health costs of the '

facility and the nuclear fuel cycle,
tilt the cost-benefit balance against
authorizing operation of the facility.
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b. The Applicants are not financially
qualified to assume the monetary costs
of decommissioning.

129. Testimony on this contention was presented by
Applicants and the NRC Staff. No testimony was offered by
intervenors. The testimony was segregated between the first

part of the contention, dealing with the health and monetary
costs of decommissioning the Susquehanna facility, and the

second part, on the financial ability of Applicants to defray
the monetary costs of decommissioning.

a. Monetary and health costs of decommissioning the

Susquehanna units.

130. At the end of the Susquehanna units' operating life,
.

termination of their operating licenses will be requested by

| Applicants. At chat time, Applicants will be required to

submit to the Commission a plan for decommissioning the units,
1.e., decontaminating the facilities so that the level of any|

i

residual radioactivity remaining at the site is lcv enough to
!

61 " Applicants' Testimony of Albert A. Weinstein on Contention
9 (Decommissioning)," foll. Tr. 1259 ("Weinstein Testimony");
" Applicants' Testimony of George F. Vanderslice on Contention
9b (Financial Qualifications for Decommissioning)," foll. Tr. ~

1620 ("Vanderslic e testimony") .

62 " Testimony of Carl Feldman Regarding Radiation Doses to
Workers During Decommissioning of a Large Nuclear Reactor",
foll. Tr. 1344 ("Feldman Testimony"); " Testimony of Michael L.
Karlowicz Regarding Applicants' Financial Qualifications to,

Assume the Monetary Costs of Decommissioning (Contention 9),"
foll. Tr. 1401 ("Karlowicz Testimony"); " Testimony of Raghaw
Prasad Regarding th'a Monetary Costs of Decommissioning
(Contention 9)," fr.ll. Tr. 1525 ("Prasad 9 Testimony"). '

.
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allow unrestricted use of the site. FES, p. 8-26; Weinstein

Testimony, p. 1; Tr. 1265-66 (Weinstein); Tr. 1347-48

(Feldman).

131. Reactors decommissioned to date have used one of,

three decommissioning modes: (1) immediate dismanclement; (2)

safe storage followed by deferred dismantlement; and (3)

entombment. FES, p. 8-26; Weinstein Testimony, p. 1; Tr.

1347-1348 (Feldman). Immediate dismantlement is the most
,
.

expensive mode of decommissioning large nuclear facilities.

! Weinstein Testimony, p. 1.

132. Considerable experience exists in decommissioning

nuclear reactors.63 Weinstein Testimony, pp. 1-2. It is

expected that even more experience will have accumulated in the

next 30 to 40 years before the Susquehanna units are due for
i

decommissioning. Tr. 1328 (Weinstein). Decommissioning is a

straightforward engineering operation, which can be accom-
!
'

plished with a minimum of difficulty, and whose costs can be

estimated with a fair degree of accuracy. Tr. 1327-28

(Weinstein).

.

63 Most of the decommissioning experience to date has been
typically with small commercial and research reactors.
Thirteen of fourteen decommissioned units larger than 10 MW(t)
have opted for some form of safe storage; one, the Elk River
reactor, followed the immediate dismantlement approach.
Weinstein Testimony, p. 2.

.
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133. Under contract to the Commission, the Pacific

Northwest Laboratory ("PNL") of Battelle Memorial Institute

recently completed a comprehensive study of the methods and

costs of decommissioning a reference BWR. Weinstein

Testimony, p. 2. PNL developed detailed work plans based on

tne reference plant design, and expected levels of activation

and contamination based on typical BWR experience. Weinstein

Testimony, p. 2; Tr. 1363 (Feldman). PNL developed cost

estimates for each cost element as well as an overall estimate

of the cost of decommissioning the facility for each of the

three modes of decommissioning. Tr. 1272-73 (Weinstein);

Weinstein Testimony, p. 5.

134. The PNL study was based on the decommissioning of a

plant similar in design and power output to the Susquehanna

units. Tr. 1263, 1272 (Weinstein); Tr. 1550 (?rasad);

Weinstein Testimcny, p~. 5. PNL's estimates of the costs of

decommissioning represent a reasonable approximation of the

anticipated cost of decommissioning the Susquehanna facility.
!

Tr. 1294, 1320 (Weinstein).

135. Applicants estimated the costs for immediate dismant-

lement of Susquehanna based on the PNL Study, adjusted to

reflect design differences. This estimate came to $89 million

64 "NUREG/CR-0672: Technology, Safety and Cost of
Decommissioning a Reference Boiling Water Reactor Power
Station", June 1980.
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(1980 dollars) for one unit and S176 million for both units
done concurrently._ Weinstein Testimony, p. 5. The estimate

was then adjusted by adding a 100% contingency to disposal

charges, to account for the regulatory uncertainties in this

area. With this added contingency, the cost of decommissioning

both Susquehanna units by immediate dismantlement was given as
:

( S191 million (1980 dollars). Weinstein Testimony, p. 28.

136. The NRC Staf f also estimated, on the basis of the PNL

study, the cost of immediate dismantlement of the Susquehanna

I units. The NRC Staff computed a total cost of $157 million
i

(1980 dollars) for both units. FES, p. 8-26; Prasad 9

Testimony, p. 3. The NRC Staff has adopted Applicants'

65
estimate of $191 million as the more conservative. Tr. 1562

(Prasad); Karlowicz Testimony, pp. 2, 3; Prasad 9 Testimony,
!

p.3; SER, p. 20-4.

I 137. Another estimate of the costs of decommissioning the

Susquehanna units was prepared by extrapolating costs experi-

! enced in previous decommissionings, particularly the Elk River

reactor.66 Weinstein Testimony, p. 2.

65 The NRC Staf f has referred to Applicants' estimate of the
cost of decommissioning the Susquehanna units by dismantlement
as "$185 million". Karlowicz Testimony, p. 2; Prasad 9
Testimony, p. 3; SER, p. 20-2. The reason for this discrepancy
could be that the NRC Staff used an earlier version of
Applicants' estimate, since the SER was issued well before
Applicants' testimony was filed.

|

| 66 Elk River was a 22.5 MW( t) oil-fired, superheated boiling

| water reactor dismantled in 1974. It was unusually difficult
' to decommission Elk River because there was a fossil plant

.
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138. Applicants developed various scaling factors for the

Elk River costs to take into account the differences between j

Elk River and Susquehanna Weinstein Testimony, p. 23, Table.

4. Applying the Elk River decommissioning costs and appropri- 1

ate scaling methodology to the Susquehanna configuration, j

Applicants obtained estimated costs (in 1980 dollars) of $108 !

million for the decommissioning of a single Susquehanna unit,

and $215 millior. for both units done concurrently. Weinstein
i

Testimony, p. 5.

139. The Elk River-based estimate was then adjusted to

account for potential overestimation of the scaling factors.

With those adjustments, the cost in 1980 dollars of decommis-

sioning both Susquehanna units by immediate dismantlement on

the basis of Elk River costs would be $184 million, which is

within 4% of t! a $191 million PNL-based estimate. Weinstein

Testimony, pp. 28-29.

(continued)
attached to it that continued operating while the nuclear unit
was being decommissioned. Tr. 1269, 1273, 1337 (Weinstein);
Weinstein Testimony, p. 3, Table 1.

67 The work required for decommissioning Elk River was about
1/50 that which is anticipated for Susquehanna. Tr. 1273
(Weinstein). There is, however, nothing fundamentally different
between decommissioning a large facility and a small one; the
tasks would be the same, only repeated many times over. Tr.
1268-69 (Weinstein); Tr. 1362-63 (Feldman).
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140. Cost estimates for the other two methods of decommis-

sioning were also developed by Applicants based on PNL's study.

The total cost of accomplishing a deferred dismantlement of

both Susquehanna units, taking into account the time value of

the deferred expenditures, would be $109 million (1980 dol-

lars). Weinstein Testimony, pp. 29-33.

141. Similarly, the estimated cost of entombment of the

Susquehanna units (assuming the reactor internals are left in

place and surveillance continues for 100 years), considering

the deferred expenditures for annual surveillance, would be

$131 million. Weinstein Testimony, pp. 33-36.

142. Both occupational radiation exposures and exposures

to the general public result from decommissioning. PNL's study

of the decommissioning of a large (1200 MWe) BWR estimated the

occupational radiation doses that will be received by the

workers engaged in decommissioning work, and by the general

public, for the three decommissioning alternatives. Feldman

Testimony, pp. 2-3. PNL's estimates of the total exposure for

accommissioning activities were obtained by examining each

decommissioning task, evaluating the radiation field associated

with the task and the man-hours required to accomplish it, and

determining the resulting doses. Tr. 1262 (Weinstein); Tr.

1351-55 (Feldman); Feldman Testimony, p. 4.
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143. Based on PNL's estimates, occupational worker

exposures for immediate dismantlement of both Susquehanna units

would be 3,690 man-rem over a 3-4 year period. Weinstein

Testimony, pp. 36, 40-41; Feldman Testimony, p. 3; Tr. 1276

(Weinstein); Tr. 1349-50 (Feldman). For safe storage followed

by deferred dismantlement the dose for both units would be 770

man-rem over the 2-3 years of preparation for safe storage and

6 man-rem when dismantlement was accomplished. Weinstein

Testimony, pp. 36, 40-41; Feldman Testimony, p. 3. Finally,

for the entombment case, 3,146 man-rem would be received by

workers during the 3-4 years needed to entomb the units.

Weinstein Testimony, pp. 36, 40-41; Feldman Testimony, p. 3.

144. The annual radiation doses that will be received by

workers during the decommissioning of Susquehanna would be on

the order of, or less than, those received under normal

operation of the plant and within allowable Commission limits

for worker exposure. This is true even if higher than antici-

pated levels of contamination exist in the facility at the time

of decomissioning.68 Tr. 1261 (Weinstein); Tr. 1359-60

(Feldman); Feldman Testimony, pp. 3, 5.

.

68 A PNL sensitivity analysis showed that for even 3 times the
anticipated level of plant contamination -- a highly unlikely
upper bound -- proper remote procedures would result in
insignificant increases in occupational doses. Feldman
Testimony, p. 4; Tr. 1357-58 (Feldman).
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145. Sources of exposure to the general public during

decommissioning arise from gaseous and liquid effluent

releases, direct radiation from the plant, and direct radiation

due to transportation of spent fuel and radioactive waste to

reprocessing or burial facilities. For the maximum exposed

individual, estimated 50-year radiation dose equivalents to the

lung per unit are: 0.041 mrem for immediate dismantlement,

0.0031 mrem for safe storage, and less than O'.038 mrem for

entombment. Population dosas for a population of 3.5 million

~4within a 50 mile radius of the site are 0.05 man-rem, 3x10

man-rem, and 0.04 man-rem, respectively, for immediate dismant-

lement, safe storage and entombment. Weinstein Testimony, pp.

40-41. Therefore, decommissioning large reactors, such as the

'

Susquehanna units, should pose no serious radiation hazards to

either radiation workers or the general public. Tr. 1359
i

: (Feldman); Feldman Testimony, pp. 2, 5; FES, p. 8-26.

b. Ability to assume the financial costs of

| decommissioning.

i

| 146. There are several funding methods which may be used

i by nuclear power plant licensees to recover the estimated costs

of decommissioning. The method used is generally dependent on

the policy of the state's public utilities commission.
.

Vanderslice Testimony, p. 1. In recent rate cases, the

Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission ("Pa PUC") has consist-

ently authorized a funding cethod whereby the estimated

4
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decommissioning costs are collected from customer revenue. Tr.

1623, 1626-27 (Vanderslice); Vanderslice Testimony, pp. 1-2.

This revenue is then deposited annually in a trust fund,

invested in tax-free Pennsylvania municipal bonds, and

available only to pay for the decommissioning costs. Tr. 1623

(Vanderslice); Vanderslice Testimony, p. 2.
! l

j 147. The amount to be deposited into the fund is calcula-

|
| ted so that, with interest, the total fund equals the estimated

cost of decommissioning the radioactive portion of the plant.69

i Vanderslice Testimony, p. 2; Tr. 1635 (Vanderslice). The j

| estimated costs of decommissioning are not adjusted for i

i inflation; however, the cost estimates are reviewed
|

periodically to reflect inflation and changes in decommission-,

1

ing technology or requirements. Vanderslice Testimony, p. 2;I

Tr. 1637-38 (Vanderslice); Tr. 1414 (Karlowicz).

148. For the two Susquehanna units, the decommissioning

costs (assuming the costliest method, immediate dismantlement)

are $190.9 million (1980 dollars), of which $152.6 million

corresponds to the radioactive portion of the facility.

Vanderslice Testimony, p. 3. To collect the $152.6 million by

2013 (when the operating licenses for the units expire) would

require collecting $1.68 million per year, assuming a

69 The costs of decommissioning the non-radioactive portion of
the plant are to be amortized over a five-year period following
the year in which they'are actually incurred. Vanderslice
Testimony, p.2.
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conservatively low 7% rate of return on the trust funds.

0
- Vanderslice Tastimony, p. 3.

149. The annual denosit required for the decommissioning

of Susquehanna is small compared to the PP&L total depreciation

expense. After Susquehanna is in service, the annual deposit

will be less than 1% of PP&L's total yearly depreciation

expense. Vanderslice Testimony, p. 4.

150. There is every indication on the record that Appli-

cants will be financially able to defray the cost of decommis-

sioning the Susquehanna facility. Applicants' historical and

current posture has been one of financial strength. In the
1

last three years, PP&L has successfully financed its $1.2

billion share of construction costs during a period of chaotic

market conditicns;71 Allegheny Electric Cooperative's debt

obligations are guaranteed by the United States government.

Karlowicz Testimony, pp. 3-4. The anticipated costs of

decommissioning Susquehanna are small compared to the amounts

that Applicants have been able to raise in a short time to

complete construction of the facility. Karlowicz Testimony, p.
i

| 4.
,

70 Assuming an 8% annual adjustment to the cost of
decommissioning (due to inflation and changing technology andi

'

regulatory requirements), a levelized annual expense of $18
million would be required. Vanderslice Testimony, p. 4.

|. 71 PP&L has A and Aa bond ratings which are considered
financially strong debt obligations. These bond ratings are of'

| investment quality, and are higher than those of many other
'

utilities. Tr. 1405, 1419, 1431 (Karlowicz).

!
<
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c. Effect of decommissioning on cost-benefit balance

151. The NRC Staff's computation shows that the electric-

ity generated by Susquehanna, assuming a conservatively low

capacity factor of 60%, will save $224 million a year over

other means of generation. Prasad 9 Testimony, p. 4; Tr.

1529-33 (Prasad). Even assuming that Susquehanna only dis-

places coal generating units, the fuel savings would be $64

million per year. Tr. 1540 (Prasad). As shown above, the

Susquehanna units over their first ten years of operation will

produce an overall net benefit ranging from $3 to $10 billion.

See para. 70, supra. Therefore, the monetary costs of decom-

missioning ($191 million) will be less than the fuel savings

achieved by one year of operation of the Susquehanna units.72

Sinc 1 the facility is expected to operate for about 30 years,

its decommissioning costs do not tilt the cost-benefit balance

against operation of Susquehanna.

K. Contention 11 (Storage of Radioactive Wastes)

152. Contention 11 reads as follows:

11. The proposed project creates an unrea-
sonable risk of harm to the health and safety
of petitioners and their private property,
and violates the Commission's standards for
protection against radiation in 10 CFR 20.1
and 20.105(a), in that the Applicants have
failed to provide adequately for safe onsite
storage, for periods of up to 10 to 15 years,
of spent fuel and low-level radioactive
wastes.

72 As noted above, the health costs of decommissioning the
Susquehanna facility are insignificant. See paras. 142-145 supra.

.
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153. The issues raised in Contention 11, insofar as they

referred to storage of spent fuel on-site, were dismissed by

summary disposition. See para. 26, supra.

154. The balance of Contention 11, on which testimony was

7'presented by the Applicants ' and the NRC Staff, states that

Applicants have failed to provide adequately for safe on-site

storage, for periods of up to 10 to 15 years, of low-level

radioactive waste ("LLRW").

155. Applicants have made contractual arrangements to

ship all LLRW generated at Susquehanna to an off-site disposal

facility after minimal storage in the Susquehanna Radwaste

Building. Keiser Testimony, p. 1. The Radwaste Building,

where the LLRW produced at Susquehanna will be processed and

stored for shipment, has the capacity for temporary storage of

twenty-three days' worth of plant-generated waste assuming both

units in operation and nominal generation rates. Keiser

Testimony, p. 1; Tr. 1571, 1581, 1587 (Keiser); Bangart

Testimony, p. 2.

73 " Applicants' Testimony of Harold W. Keiser on Contention 11 ;

(On Site Storage of Low-Level Radioactive Wastes)," foll. Tr.
,

1572 ("Keiser Testimony"); " Applicants' Testimony of Richard J. !

Tosetti on Contention 11 (On-Site Storage of Low-Level 1

Radioactive Waste)," foll. Tr. 1598 ("Tosetti Testimony"). !

i

74 " Testimony of Richard L. Bangart Regarding Amounts and
Packaging for Storage of Low-Level Radioactive Wastes
(Contention 11)," foll. Tr. 1648 ("Bangart Testimony");
" Testimony of Peter Loysen Regarding On-Site Capacity for
Storage of Low-Level Radicactive Wastes (Contention 11)," foll.
Tr. 1655 ("Loysen Testimony"). |

|

|

|

|
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156. There is currently adequate LLRW disposal capability

in the United-States. Loysen Testimony, p. 2. Three commer-

cial LLRW disposal- sites are currently in operation. Tr. 1577.

-(Keiser). Applicants have made contractual arrangements to
~

ship all LLRW generated at Susquehanna off-site. Keiser

Testimony, p. 1. Applicants' contract with_the shipper,

however, does not guarantee that the disposal sites will

receive Susqueha'nna waste or that disposal capacity will be

available when needed.75~ Keiser Testimony, p. 1.
,

157. As a result, Applicants are constructing an on-site

law-level radioactive waste holding facility ("LLRWHF"). The

LLRWHF will be used onl'y in the event that off-site disposal

becomes temporarily' unavailable. Keiser Testimony, p. 2. The

LLRWHF will provide sufficient storage for all the waste

generated at Susquehanna over a four year period assuming both

reactors in operation, or a total of eight reactor-years worth

of waste. Tosetti Testimony, p. 6; Tr. 1599 (Tosetti); Tr.

1591 (Keiser); Loysen Testimony, p. 3.

!

!

75 Congress, in December 1980, assigned to the states the
responsibility for providing LLRW storage capacity. Low-level
Radioactive Waste Policy Act, Pub L. No. 96-573, 94 Stat. 3347
et seq. (1980). Under this legislation, states are encouraged
to enter into interstate compacts for regional disposal sites.
Pennsylvania and other Northeastern states are in the process
of developing such a plan for the Northeast /Mid Atlantic
region. Keiser Testimony, p. 2; Tr. 1589-90 (Keiser); Loysen
Testimony, p.2; Tr. 1656, 1658, 1667 (Loysen).

-.

s
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158. The LLRWHF is a separate building located within the
{

security fence approximately 1000 feet from the Turbine

Building at a grade elevation which is 152 feet above the

probable maximum flood that may be experienced at the

Susquehanna site. Tosetti Testimony, p. 1; Tr. 1580 (Keiser).

It consists of a reinforced concrete storage vault within a

steel-framed, metal sided structure. The LLRWHF meets the

seismic requirements of the Uniform Building Code, and its

vault is capable of withstanding tornado-force winds. Tosetti

Testimony, p. 2; Tr. 1612 (Tosetti).

159. LLRW stored in the LLRWHF will be solidified process

wastes and contaminated trash. Process wastes are solidified

by incorporating the material into a cement matrix, and

dewatered; they are contained within steel liners approximately

3/8 inches thick. The anticipated corrosion rate of the liners

(0.001 to 0.003 inches per year) is a small fraction of the
;

t

| liner thickness, hence the liners should remain intact for

periods of time on the order of 100 years or more. The liners

will be designed to 10 CFR Part 71 requirements and will not
!

l support combustion. Tosetti Testimony, p. 4.

160. The other kind of LLRW generated at Susquehanna,

contaminated trash, consists of dry solids contaminated with

radioactive materials. The solids will be packaged in 55

gallon steel drums and large (100 cubic feet) steel boxes.

Tosetti Testimony, p. 5; Bangart Testimony, p. 3. This waste

is very low in radioactivity. Bangart Testimony, p. 3.

-73-
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161. Each form of waste will be stored separately at the

LLRWHF, with solidified process wastes being stored within the

concrete vault. Tosetti Testimony, p. 3. All waste material

stored in the LLRWHF will be packaged in a form suitable for

off-site shipment and permanent disposal. Tosetti Testimony,

p. 5.

162. The LLRWHF has a design life of 40 years and can

store waste safely for at least that period of time. Tr. 1599,

1611 (Tosetti). However, such prolonged storage of waste

should not be necessary. An NRC staff witness testified that

new off-site disposal capacity should begin to be available in
i

about five years. Loysen Testimony, p. 3.

163. If off-site disposal capability is not available

while the LLRWHF is being filled up, Applicants will have

several years in which to address the problem. Tr. 1594
.

(Keiser). During that period of time, there would be activity

both at the national level to establish additional sites and by

Applicants to remedy the problem, including (if necessary)

construction of another interim holding facility on-site. Tr.

' 1592, 1594 (Keiser).

164. The LLRWHF will be occupied only during loading and

unloading periods. Tosetti Testimony, p. 6. The facility is

designed to minimize exposure to operating personnel; this is

accomplished by providing appropriate shielding and suitable -

adminis'.rative controls, so as to keep worker radiation

exposure within the limits in 10 CFR Part 20 and 40 CFR Part

190. Tosetti Testimony, p. 7.

-74-
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165. An estimate of the radiation exposure at the

Susquehanna sire boundary was performed assuming maximum

radiation levels in the waste, a facility completely filled

with waste, and continuous presence by an individual at the

site boundary for an entire year. Under these limiting

conditions, the dose at the site boundary was only 1.1 mrem per

year, well within permissible exposure limits. Tosetti

Testimony, p. 8.

166. A study of potential accidents at the LLRWHF demon-

strated that resulting radiation levels were a small fraction

of 10 CFR Part 100 guidelines. Tosetti Testimony, p. 8; Tr.

1606-1608 (Tosetti).

167. From the foregoing, the Licensing Board finds that

low-level radioactive wastes can be safely stored on-site for

periods of up to 40 years.

L. Contention 12 (In-Vessel Sparger Failure)

168. Another safety contention admitted into the pro-

ceeding reads:

12. The proposed project creates an unrea-
sonable risk of harm to the health and safety
of petitioners and their private property,
and 'iolates the Commission's Standards for
Protection Against Radiation in 10 CFR 20.1
and 20.105(a), in that the design fails to
solve the problem of flow-induced vibration
in the core, thereby creating in-vessel
sparger failure.

169. Contention 12 was dismissed by summary disposition.

See para. 24, supra.

I

;

*
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M. . Contention 14 (Capacity Factors)

170. A contention was admitted placing in issue the

capacity factors for the Susquehanna reactors. The contention
,

states: :

14. The facility's cont-benefit balance as
set forth by the Applicants overstates the
benefits of the facility since it utilizes
overoptimistic capacity. factors. The
facility will not be capable of producing the
amount of electricity predicted by the
Applicants, so that its benefits will be less
than predicted and the cost-benefit balance r

adversely affected.

171, Contention 14 was dismissed by suumary disposition. i

see para. 30, supra.
,

'

.

N. Contention 16 (Cooling Tower Discharge)

| 172. A contention was admitted that alleges that radioac-

I tive evaporated water will be discharged from the facility's

i cooling towers. It reads:

16. Seventy million gallons of radioactive;

evaporated water to be vented daily from the
! Susquehanna facility's cooling towers will
,

pose an economic threat to the dairy industry| in the eastern-central area .of Pennsylvania.
This threat has not been properly evaluated.

|
173. This contention was dismissed by summary disposition.'

See para. 23, supra.
;

i

i O. Contention 17 (*. ansmission Lines)

174.'A contention admitted into the proceeding raises the,
,

environmental impacts generated by the 500,000-volt ("500 kV"?

Itransmission lines that will be used to transmit the power

generated by the Susquehanna facility. The contentio'n reads:
!

i

j -76-
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17. The Applicants' plans for transmitting ,

electricity generated by the Susquehanna i
facility utilize ultra-high voltage (UHV) i
transmission lines, which produce noise |
pollution, cause electrical shock from
flashovers, create television and radio !
interference, create strong electrostatic and
electromagnetic fields that adversely affect
living organisms along the UHV transmission
right-of-way and beyond, and generate
dangerous levels of ozone that will cause
more injury to vegetation than any other
pollutant and can also have harmful effects
on human health. For that reason, the
Applicants should be barred from transmitting
electricity from the facility, if and when it
becomes operational, over UHV lines and
should be required to use lines in the range
of 138,000 - 230,000 volts maximum.
Alternatively, the Applicants should be
required to place the UHV lines underground,
using compressed gas as an insulator.

175. All aspects of Contention 17, except for the allega-

tion of potential adverse effects on living organisms from

electrostatic fields generated by the Susquehanna 500 kV

transmission lines, were dismissed by summary disposition. See

6para. 21, supra. Testimony on Contention 17, as limited by

summary disposition, was received at the hearing from one

76 The Board found that the cost of alternative transmission
lines described in the contention was such that, absent a
showing of significant adverse health effects from 500 kV
lines, their use is not warranted. However, since the question
of the health effects of the electrostatic fields from the
lines was left open, the Licensing Board decided to pcstpone a
final ruling on the alternatives issue until the health effects
from electrostatic fields had been determined. Memorandum and
Order on Pending Motions, dated May 20, 1981, slip op., p. 14.

-77-
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Owitness for the Applicants, another for the NRC Staff, and
'a witness sponsored by CAND.

176. The 500 kV lines to be utilized for transmitting the

electric power produced by the Susquehanna facility ("the

Susquehanna lines") will produce maximum ground level electric

field gradients of 11 kilovolts per meter ("kV/m") at the point

of minimum clearance on the right-of-way, and 2.28 kV/m at the

right-of-way edge. Michaelson Testimony, para. 3; Gears

Testimony, p. 4; Tr. 1161-62 (Michaelson). There is nothing

unusual in the design of the Susquehanna lines; they are

similar to many other lines which have been in place for dozens
,

of years. Tr. 1061-62 (Michaelson).

!

i

!

|

.

77 " Affidavit of Solomon M. Michaelson in Support of Summary
Disposition of Contention 17", foll. Tr. 1046 ("Michaelson
Testimony").

78 "NRC Supplemental Testimony of Gerald E. Gears on '

Transmission Lines / Health Effects Contention 17", foll. Tr.
1379 (" Gears Testimony").

~

79 " Affidavit of James Amory in Opposition to Applicants'
l- Motion for Summary Disposition of Contention 17," foll. Tr.

1206 ("Amory Testimony").

|
| -78-
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177. Some biological " effects" on animals and humans have

been observed as a result of exposure to electric fields of

similar magnitude to those produced by the Susquehanna lines.80

For instance, certain animal species are able to' detect very

small electric fields. Other species are reported to perceive

and be stimulated by fields in the range of 30 to 100 kV/m.. A

person standing in a 10 kV/m electric field set up by a high |

voltage transmission line may experience slight movement in the

hair of an upwards-extended hand. However, effects such as
~

detection of the field and engaging in behavioral maneuvers in
,

response to it do not necessarily make the field hazardous. In

fact, some animals react positively to fields up to a certain

intensity (50 kV/m), preferring them to the absence of fields.

Michaelson Testimony, para. 5 and n.1; Tr. 1070, 1104-05,

1141-42, 1150, 1235-36 (Michaelson). While some of the effects
i-

that have been~ reported could be considered hazardous, none
|

| have been substantiated; those studies that have been conducted
,

utilizing proper scientific methodology have not produced

hazardous effects on the organisms studied. Michaelson

Testimony, para. 5 and n.1; Tr. 1141-54 (Michaelson).

.

80 Living organisms respond to many stimuli as part of the
. process of living; such responses are examples of biological
" effects." Since biological organisms have considerable
tolerance to change, these " effects" may be well within the
capability of the organism to maintain a normal equilibrium.
If, on the other hand, an effect is of such a nature and/or
duration that it impairs the organism's ability to function
properly or overcomes the recovecy capability of the organism,
then the "effect" is regarded as a " hazard." Michaelson,

| Testinony, para. 4; Tr. 1119-21, 1141, 1146 (Michaelson).

|

.

l -79-
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178. Theoretical studies of the mechanisms of interaction
,

between electric fields and Siological systems reveal that
>

electric fields such as those produced by the Susquehanna lines

will induce an extremely small electric field in the body of a
i

person in the vicinity of the line, about 100,000 times smaller-

than - the external field. The induced field will cause very

small internal body currents to flow, on the order of 0.1 to 1

I mil 11 amperes per square meter, depending on the field strength.

Such small currents are well below the perception level.

Michaelson Testimony, para. 10. According to the theoretical

studies, in order for an external electric field to induce

j recognizable effects (such as heating) in tissue, the external

! field would have to be thousands of times larger than the
.

maximum field in the vicinity of the Susquehanna lines.

Therefore, the theoretical evidence is that no dangerous

currents or. other adverse biological effects will be induced in

living organisms by exposure to the electric fields such as

those created by the Susquehanna lines. Michaelson Testimony,

paras. 10, 11; Gears Testimony, p. 4.

179. While the theoretical evidence predicts no recogniz-

able biological effects from exposure to high voltage electric

fields, some writers have postulated that behavioral and

central nervous system modifications result from such exposure.
.

.' These effects, however, are'not amenable to explanation using
|

traditional theoretical analysis, and if indeed existing, are

| -80-
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caused by some yet unknown biophysical mechanism. Michaelson
.

Testimony, para. 12. The majority of the scientists working in

this field believe such unexplained effects to be highly

improbable. Michaelson Testimony, paras. 5, 12.

180. Information on the potential effects of high voltage

electric fields has also been derived from epidemiological

studies. Epidemiological studies have been constructed by

analyzing the health records of electric power industry workers

exposed to intense electric fields for relatively long periods

of time, and comparing these health records against those of

unexposed individuals. Michaelson Testimony, paras. 8, 13.

For example, scientists at Johns Hopkins University conducted

medical surveillance of eleven linemen over a period of 42.

months during the time they were performing live-line

maintenance work on a 345 kV transmission system, and being

exposed to fields ranging from 20 kV/m to 470 kV/m. After nine

years of observation, none of the workers showed any change in

his physical, mental, or emotional characteristics, and their

health was not changed in any way by their exposure to high

voltage lines. Michaelson Testimony, para. 14. Other epi-

demiological investigations have reached similar negative

results. Michaelson Testimony, paras. 15-17.

181. Soviet studies have reported measurable biological

changes among electrical workers exposed to intense electric

fields in electric switchyards. Those studies are of doubtful

-81-
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validity due to the incomplete nature of the material

presented, the variable quality of the reported data,

methodological deficiencies, and the absence of controls.

Michaelson Testimony, paras. 18-20.

182. The Soviets have had for many years an extensive 500

kV transmission line network, with lines producing fields in

the order of 12-15 kV/m near ground level, without having

identified any biological effects from the lines' electric

fields. The Soviets have instituted standards for the protec-

tion of substation workers, but do not apply them to infrequent

exposure by the local population or by workers in transmission

line rights-of-way. The Susquehanna lines would meet the

Soviet standards, as well as the more rigorous standards

generally utilized by the electric power industry in the United

States. Michaelson Testimony, para. 21; Gears Testimony, pp.

7-8; Tr. 1394 (Gears). |

183. While not conclusive, epidemiological studies support

| other evidence that no adverse health effects result from

exposure to the electric fields set by transmission lines. Tr.

1121, 1130-32 (Michaelson).81

!
.

81 The fact that people have lived in the vicinity of high
voltage transmission lines for many years without observed
adverse health consequences is an excellent, albeit uncontrolled,-

epidemiological demonstration of the lack of adverse health;

effects from exposure to the electric fields produced by these
lines. Tr. 1066, 1130-31 (Michaelson).

-82-
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184. The last major source of knowledge in this area is

experiments in which animals or humans have been exposed to

electric fields under controlled conditions for the purpose of

observing any ensuing biological effects. Michaelson

Testimony, para. 9. In all experiments conducted to date with

human subjects, no adverse effects on the. physical or psycho-

logical well being of the subjects were detected after exposure

to the electric fields. Michaelson Testimony, paras. 24-26.

185. A number of animal experiments have been, and

continue to be conducted on the biological effects and

potential hazards of exposure to electric fields of high

voltage transmission lines. For instance, extensive animal

research programs are being sponsored by the U.S. Department of

Energy (" DOE") and by the Electric Power Research Institute.

Michaelson Testimony, para. 32; Gears Testimony, p. 5. The

DOE-sponsored research programs, still in progress, have so far

identified no significant effects in most organisms and areas

studied, with the exception of some " subtle and small" effects

reported by one researcher on the nervous systems of rats and

mice exposed for long periods of time to 60-Hz electric fields

up to 130 kV/m. The results of the ongoing research projects

have been consistent with previous studies in finding no

significant effects which would adversely influence the health

of animals exposed to low-frequency fields up to 100 kV/m.

Michaelson Testimony, paras. 32, 33. In fact, the majority of

-83-
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the numerous animal studies to date have failed to identify.any

significant adverse health effects from exposure to electric

fields of comparable magnitude to those produced by the

Susquehanna lines. Tr. 1157 (Michaelson); Tr. 1396 (Gears).

186. A small number of investigators have reported

physiological and/or behavior effects in animals that might

indicate the possible occurrence of hazardous effects in

people.82 Gears Testimony, p. 5; Michaelson Testimony, paras.
1

35, 36, 39, 41-42. However, these studies are plagued with

poor experimental design and inadequate statistical treatment

i of results. Gears Testimony, p.-5; Tr. 1078-82, 1089-92,

i

t

i

1

i.
!

!

82 CAND witness Amory referred in his testimony to severali

animal studies reporting adverse ef fects from long term exposure'

to electric fields. These studies were cited in a brief by the .
,

L Staff of the New York State Public Service Commission ("NY PSC")
in a 1976 proceeding dealing with the effects of certain proposed
765 kV lines. Amory Testimony, p. 2 Tr. 1209-11 (Amory). 'It.
should be noted that Mr. Amory, who has no formal training or
experience in areas germane to Contention 17, had not' read the
studies cited in the NY PSC Staff brief, and had no independent
knowledge of the validity of the matters asserted in the brief.
Tr. 1189-90, 1207, 1214, 1221-22 (Amory). Applicants' witness
discussed each of the studies cited in the NY PSC Staff brief,
and identified as to each of them substantial flaws in the
the experimental setup, statistical procedures, and/or
interpretation of results that invalidated the conclusions
reached in the studies. Tr. 1089-92, 1227-40 (Michaelson).
The same conclusion was reached by the hearing examiners.in the*

New York State proceeding, who rejected the adverse health effect
allegations in the NY PSC Staff's brief and declined to follow
its recommendations. Tr. 1215-16 (Amory).

.
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1098-1102, 1227-40 (Michaelson); Michaelson Testimony, paras.

35-42.83 Therefore, they do not alter the conclusion that no

hazardous effects on unimals or humans have been established

from exposure to electric ficids such as those produced by the

Susquehanna lines. Michaelson Testimony, para. 43; Gears

Testimony, pp. 6, 9; Tr. 1098-99, 1153-54 (Michaelson); Tr.

1397-98 (Gears).

187. Thus, most of the animal studies to date have failed

to identify any biological effects that could be attributed to

low frequency high voltage electr'ic fields. Michaelson
!

Testimony, para. 43. The lack of adverse effects from exposure

to high voltage transmiasion lines is confirmed by surveys of

animals grazing in transmission line rights-of-way. These

surveys show that livestock graze under 500 and 765 kV lines

normally, and exhibit no reduction in growth or milk production

or other detrimental effects. Michaelson Testimony, para. 44;
I

Gears Testimony, p. 10. Similarly, the electric fields from

the lines have been found not to have any effect on birds

flying over the lines. Tr. 1106-09 (Michaelson).

|

|

83 Many of the results reported are inconsistent or
contradictory, and present no coherent pattern that would lead
to an inference of adverse health effects. Tr. 1084-85,
1091-92, 1099, 1102, 1144 (Michaelson).

-85-
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188. From the foregoing, the Licensing Board finds that

exposure of humans or animals to electric fields of the

frequency and intensity of those produced by the Susquehanna

lines is unlikely to cause any significant harmful effects.84

Extensive grids of transmission lines at voltages of 500 kV and

above have been in place in the United States and abroad for

many years, with no evidence to date of harm to humans or

animals from exposure to the electric fields set up by those

high voltage transmission lines. Michaelson Testimony, paras.

45-50. Based on the current state of theoretical, epi .

demiological and experimental evidence, the Licensing Board

concludes that the electric fields from the Susquehanna

transmission lines will have no significant adverse effects on

humans and anilaals. Given the absence of adverse effects,

consideration of alternatives to 500 kV transmission is not

warranted.;

P. Contention 20 (Emergency Evacuation Plans);

{
l 189. On July 7, 1981, the Board admitted an additional

contention dealing with the emergency plans of the Commonwealth

and Luze rne County. See para. 20, supra. The contention reads

as follows:

:
-

84 As in any scientific field, it is, of course, impossible to
rule out absolutely the possibility that electric fields from
transmission lines lay have some adverse health effects. Tr.
1124-25 (Michaelson); Tr. 1395-96 (Gears); Gears Testimony, p.
6.

-86-
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20. The emergency evacuation plans submitted by
Luzerne County and the Commonwealth of'

Pennsylvania do not' comply with the planning
standards of 10 CFR 50.47(b) in that the
recommendations.and guidance of NUREG-0654 have -

,

not been satisfied as specified in attachment A,
nor has compliance been demonstrated through
some other acceptable alternative means.85,

Testimony on Contention 20 was presented by Applicants,86 the
87Commonwealth and the NRC Staff.0 As noted above (para. 77,

supra), the Licensing Board called as its witnesses the

Director of Civil Defense for Luzerne County and the-Executive
4

i Director of the Luzerne Civil Defense Council. Intervenors

presented no testimony.

190. The contention (including Attachment A) sets forth

some of the recommendations and guidance for emergency plans'

included in NUREG-0654 and asserts that the emergency plans for
,

the Commonwealth and Luzerne County fail to meet these. The

'

i

85 Attachment A cited in the contention was made a part of
! the contention:by the Licensing Board in order to make the
! contention specific and litigable. The attachment was proposed

in Applicants' May 21, 1981 response to SEA's May 6, 19814

Motion for Allowance of New Contentions, and was based upon
SEA's March 13, 1981 Answers to Interrogatories. At the NRC*

; Staff's suggestion, the attachment was modified by substituting
! " recommends" and " recommendations" for " requires" and

"raquirements" in order to be consistent with the terminology
of NUREG-0654.

i 86 " Applicants' Testimony of Oran K. Henderson on Contention
| 20," foll. Tr. 2546 ("Henderson 20 Testimony").
.

87 PEMA Testimony; Reilly Testimony. See nn. 46, 50 supra.

88 Testimony of Bruce J. Swiren of the Federal Emergency-

Management Agency on Off-site Emergency Planning - Contention
20," foll. Tr. 2671 ("Swiren 20 Testimony").

:

!
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current county and state plans, however, were developed

subsequent to the filing of the contention. Swiren 20

Testimony, p. 3. Essentially all of the deficiencies

identified in the contention have been addressed in the plans.

The consensus is that the overall planning posture is very

good, that the plans are generally of a high quality, and that

there is no reason why areas needing further development can

not be addressed over the next six to nine months. Tr. 2626-27

(Belser); Tr. 2673-74, 2696-98 (Sw d.ren ) . The state plan has

already been tested thr :qh exercises at other facilities and

found to be adequate. Tr. 2696-97 (Swiren). An exercise which

will include the county plan is scheduled for March 1982;
~

however, the county plan is designed in accordance with the

guidance of NUREG-0654 and is written to address NUREG-0654 as

ccmpletely as possible. Tr. 2378 (Henderson); Tr. 2673-74,

2696-97 (Swiren).

191. The specific allegations of the contention were

addressed in detailed and lengthy testimony. A summary of the

responses is set forth below:

(1)(a): NUREG-0654 REV. 1 (section A. 1,b.) recommends that
each organization and suborganization having an
operational role shall specify its concept of
operations, and it's relationship to the total effort.
Luzerne County Civil Defense's local plan gives
merely an outline of concept, leaving blank important
information (page 6 of the Luzerne County plan) about
telephone and dispatcher communications.

The concept of operations is specified in the Luzerne County

plan, as is a detailed description of communications
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capability. Henderson 20 Testimony, p. 1; PEMA Testimony, pp.

5-6; Swiren 20 Testimony, pp. 3-4.

(1)(a) (continued):

Moreover, the Luzerne County plan (page 5; section 5)
states that the " county conducts program of public
education, training and exercise of emergency forces
and posts route signs and evacuation." But the plan
fails to mention when, where and how the public
education and exercises will take place. Nor does
the plan mention where signs will be posted.

Public information programs and exercises are specified in
county and state plans. Route signs are not in the plans. Nor

are they recommended in NUREG-0654. Henderson 20 Testimony,

pp. 1-2; PEMA Testimony, pp. 6-7; Swiren 20 Testimony, pp. 4-6.

(1)(a) (continued):

The plan further states that the " radiological
thyroid blocking chemicals are stocked." The plan
fails to mention where and how the public will be
informed of thyroid blocking chemicals or where they
will be stored.

Plans for use of thyroid blocking chemicals are set forth in

county and state plans. Henderson 20 Testimony, pp. 2-3; PEMA

Testimony, p. 8; Swiren 20 Testimony, p. 6-7.

(1)(b): ...The state, and [Luzerne County plans] - do not
! meet the recommendations of NUREG-0654 REV. 1

(section A.l.(c)) that recommends each plan to
illustrate these interrelationships in a block

'
diagram.

Block diagrams appear in both plans. Henderson 20 Testimony,

| p. 4; PEMA Testimony, p. 8; Swiren 20 Testimony, pp. 7-8.

(1)(c): NUREG-0654 (Section A. 1,d) recommends that each
organization shall identify a specific individual by

| -89-
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title who shall be in charge of the emergency
response. The Luzerne County Civil Defense plan
states no such individual.

The county plan identifies the County Commissioners as.the

decision-making entity and an individual as overall coordi-

nator. Henderson 20 Testimony, p. 5; PEMA Testimony, p. 9;

Swiren 20 Testimony, p. 8.

(2)(a): NUREG-0654 (section A. 2, a) recommends that: "Each
organization shall specify the functions and respon-
sibilities for major elements and key individuals by
title of emergency response, including the following:
Alerting and Notification; Communications, Public
Information; Accident Assessment; Public Health and
Sanitation; Social Services; Fire and Rescue; Traffic
Control....

The county plan specifies functions and responsibilities of

major elements and key individuals. Henderson 20 Testimony, p.

6; PEMA Testimony, p. 9; Swiren 20 Testimony, p. 9.

(2)(a) (continued):

Luzerne County Civil Defense plan (page ll) states
"see Annex E" for communications and goes on to state
(page 11) they will notify Luzerne County Chamber of
Commerce to pass to business and industry in affected
area." Plan does not state how Chamber of Commerce
would assume this responsibility. There is no such
organization called Luzerne County Chamber of
Commerce. Moreover, the plan does not suggest what
will happen if a nuclear incident occurs when the
Chamber of Commerce is not there to pass to business
and industry, i.e. if accident occurs after 5:00 p.m.
when offices would be closed.

The Chamber of Commerce is not relied upon by the Luzerne

County plan. Henderson 20 Testimony, p. 6; PEMA Testimony, pp.

9-10; Swiren 20 Testimony, p. 9.

-90-
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(2)(b): Public Information in Luzerne County Civil Defense
plan is merely an outline (page 17 of LCCD plan). It
lists in 4 brief lines:

1. Develop media release (Plan does not state who
will do this nor for what
purpose)

2. Brief local media (Plan does not state what
media will be briefed about)

3. Operate various (What does this have to do
control centers with public information)

4. Monitor Media (Plan does not state what
media will be monitored
about)

Public information procedures are set forth in detail in the

county plan. Henderson 20 Testimony, p. 7; PEMA Testimony, pp.

10-11; Swiren 20 Testimony, pp. 10-11. Additional public

information procedures are under development. Tr. 2547-55

(Henderson); Tr. 2605-06 (Comey); Tr. 2616-18 (Hippert, Comey);

Tr. 2628-33 (Hippert, Comey, Belser).

(2)(c): Public Health and Sanitation is not mentioned in LCCD
i plan.

'

Public health and sanitation are dealt with in the county plan.

Henderson 20 Testimony, p. 8; PEMA Testimony, pp. 11-12; Swiren

| 20 Testimony, p. 12.

{

(2)(c) (continued):

Fire and Rescue: Utility plan (page 5-8) states there
.

will be one drill per calendar quarter and (page 8-3)|
' states local fire and rescue companies will be

invited to participate in a training program. LCCD
plan (page 13) merely outlines " Fire & Rescue Group"
in 3 sentences, stating " units evacuating from
affected area will report to facilities ir Annex D."
Annex D is not included in plan, nor is tnere any
clear delineation of who the fire companies are.

( -91-
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The county plan specifies the training for local fire and

rescue companies. PEMA Testimony, p. 12; Swiren 20 Testimony,

pp. 12- 13. Training to be provided by applicants is specifie'd

in Applicants' emergency plan. Henderson 20 Testimony, p. 8._

(2)(d): Traffic Control: Luzerne County Civil Defense plan
gives an outline of traffic control under " Policei

Group". It does not list what " units" are available
| for traffic control.

Police units available for traffic control are listed in the

county plan. Henderson 20 Testimony, p. 9; PEMA Testimony,
,

12-13; Swiren 20 Testimony, p. 14.
:
i

(2)(e): .Luzerne County Civil Defense plan gives a mere. .

outline of responsibilities of medical groups.. (page
15 of LCCD plan.) There are no names of medical
organizations who would be involved in an evacuation.
Under LCCD's " general evacuation," it states they
will evacuate Saint Stanislaus Home to andi

evacuate invalids whose evacuation requires use of
ambulance. The LCCD plan does not tell us who the
ambulance associations are nor if they are equipped
to handle such an emergency.

Medical organizations and ambulance associations are listed in

the county plan. The relocation site for Saint Stanislaus

Medical Center has not yet been chosen. Henderson 20 Testimony,

p. 10; PEMA Testimony, pp. 13-14; Swiren 20 Testimony, p. 15.,

!
.

(2)(f): NUREG-0654 (Section A. 2a) cites the description of
these functions shall include a clear and concise

( summary such as a table of primary and support *

responsibilities. None of the above, from communica-
tions to Emergency Medical - Fulfills this recom-
mendation.

The county plan includes a primary and support responsibilities

chart. Henderson 20 Testimony, p. 11; PEMA Testimony, p. 14;

| Swiren 20 Testimony, p. 16.
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(3)(a): NUREG-0654 REV. 1 " Notification Methods and
Procedures" (page 43) recommends "the content of
initial and follow-up messages to response organiza-
tion and the public has been established and means to
provide early notification and clear instruction to
the populace."

The content of notification messages is set forth in the state

and county plans. Henderson 20 Testimony, p. 12.

(3)(a) (continued):

Luzerne County Civil Defense plan (page 6) cites
under both selective evacuation and general evac-
uation that " County will notify Chamber of Commerce
to pass on notification to business and industry."
There is no clear outline of how this will be
accomplished and no letters of agreement appear
between Civil Defense and Chamber of Commerce.

The Chamber of Commerce is not relied upon. Henderson 20

Testimony, pp. 6, 12; PEMA Testimony, pp. 14-15; Swiren 20

Testimony, pp. 16-17.

(3)(a) (continued):

| Cited under general evacuation (Luzerne County Plan,
page 6), political subdivisions will be responsible
for door to door notification within political
boundaries. There is no mention of how this notifi-
cation would be executed within political subdivi- i

sion[s] nor who would be responsible for such
notification if a general evacuation is called.
There are no letters of agreements with political
subdivisions to assume that responsibility of
notification.

| Door-to-door notification (route-alerting) is provided for in
,

the county plan and in municipal plans. Letters of agreement

are not recommended by NUREG-0654 and are not required by law. -

Henderson 20 Testimony, p. 13; PEMA Testimony, pp. 14-15;

Swiren 20 Testimony, pp. 17-18; Tr. 2648-49 (Belser).

| -93-
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(3)(b): NUREG-0654 (section E. 1, page 43) recommends that
procedures for notification include means for
verification of messages. Luzerne County plan makes
no mention of any verification of messages.

The county plan provides for message verification. Henderson

20 Testimony, p. 14; PEMA Testimony, pp. 15-16; Swiren 20

Testimony, pp. 18-19.

(3)(b) (continued):

Luzerne County Plan does not meet the requirements of
NUREG-0654 (appendix 3 page 3-2) which states " plan
should give a description of the information that
would be communicated to the public under given
circumstances, for continuing instruction on
emergency actions to follow, and updating of informa-

,
tion.

The county plan describes the information to be given to the

public, including updates. PEMA Testimony, p. 16; Swiren 20

Testimony, pp. 19-20.

(4)(a): NUREG-0654 (section G 1 page 49) recommends that each
organization shall provide a coordinated periodic
dissemination of information to the public. It shall
include: a) education information on radiation,
b) protection measures, c) special needs of the
handicapped. Neither the State plan or the Luzerne
County Civil Defense plan gives any mention to
periodic dissemination of information to the public.

The state and county plans spell out detailed public informa-

tion plans. Henderson 20 Testimony, pp. 15-16; PEMA Testimony,

pp. 16-18; Swiren 20 Testimony, pp. 20-21.

(4)(a) (continued):

-Luzerne County Civil Defense plan doesn't meet
NUREG-0654 section G 2 (requirement] to see that the
public information program should include provision
for written material that is likely to be available
in a residence during an emergency.
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Distribution of written materials to residences is covered by

the county plan. Henderson 20 Testimony, p. 16; PEMA

Testimony, pp. 16-18; Swiren'20 Testimony, pp. 20-21.

(4)(a) (continued):

Nor does the Luzerne County plan meet NUREG-0654
(Section G 4. a.) recommendation designating a
spokesperson who should have access to all necessary
information.

The county plan designates the Director / Coordinator of Civil

Defense as the County Commissioners' spokesperson. Henderson

20 Testimony, pp. 16-17.

(4)(a) (continued):

Luzerne County plan gives no provision for the
planning standard of NUREG-0654 (section G), which
states " procedures for coordinated dissemination of
information to the public are established."

Procedures for coordinated dissemination of information to the

public are established in the county plan. Henderson 20

Testimony, p. 17; PEMA Testimony, p. 18.

(4)(a) (continued):

Luzerne County plan gives 4 brief lines to "Public
Information".

The Luzerne County plan devotes ten pages to public informa-

tion. PEMA Testimony, p. 17.

(5)(b): NUREG-0654 REV. 1 (H 10, page 54) recommends that
"each organization shall make provisions to inspect,
inventory and operationally check emergency equip-
ment / instruments at least once each calendar quarter
and after each use. There shall be sufficient
reserves of instrument / equipment to replace those

.
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that are removed from emergency kits for calibration
or repair." The state plan does not meet this
requirement since it does not mention inspection,
inventory, or checking of such equipment, not does it
mention reserves. . .

Inspection and operational checking of emergency equipment is

provided for in the state plan. Reilly Testimony, p. 4;

Henderson 20 Testimony, p. 19; Swiren 20 Testimony, p. 23; see

also para. 92, supra.

(5)(c): NUREG-0654 REV. 1 (H 11, page 54) recommends that
"each plan shall, in an appendix, include identifica-
tion of emergency kits by general category (protec-
tive equipment and emergency supplies)." The state
plan and [Luzerne] county plan both fail to meet this
requirement since they do not include this informa-
tion in an appendix or elsewhere.

The state and county plans identify emergency supplies and

equipment although not in a single appendix. Henderson 20

Testimony, p. 20; PEMA Testimony, p. 20; Swiren 20 Testimony,

pp. 23-24. PEMA maintains an inventory of all equipment
|

| available in the event of an accident. PEMA Testimony, p. 20.

(6)(a): NUREG-0654 REV. 1 (I 7, page 57) recommends that
"each organization shall describe the capability and
resources for field monitoring within the plume
exposure Emergency Planning Zone which are an
intrinsic part of this concept of operations for the
facility." The Luzerne County plan makes no provi-
sion for such monitoring. The state plan provides,

for such monitoring, but omits specifics such as typeI

of equipment, number of fixed monitoring sites or
their location. With respect to in-place surveil-
lance, the state plan (DER, p. XIV-1) states that
" Generally these include air samplers and TLD's"
which is too vague to comply with the NUREG require-
ment.

l The Luzerne County plan relies upon BRP for field monitoring.
,

BRP's plan sets forth the details of its field monitoring,

-96-
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capability and resources. Reilly Testimony, pp. 5-6; Henderson

i 20 Testimony, p. 21; PEMA Testimony, pp. 20-21; Swiren 20
_

Testimony, p. 25. .

(6)(b): Referring to the. . state, NUREG-0654, REV. 1 (I 9,.,

| page 58) states "each organization shall have a j

capability to detect and measure radioiodine concen-
^

trations in air in the plume exposure EPZ as low as
10-7 uCi/cc (microcuries per cubic centimeter) under
field conditions." .[The] state [ plan does not]. .

mention whether [it has] this capability.

| As indicated in the state plan, BRP has the capability of

detecting these levels of radioiodine concentration. Reilly
;

,

| Testimony, p. 7; Henderson 20 Testimony, p. 22.

i

(6)(c): NUREG-0654, REV. 1 (I 10, page 58) recommends that
: the. state " establish means for relating the. .

( various measured parameters (e.g. contamination
I levels, water and air activity levels) to dose rats
i for key isotopes" and provide "for estimating
! integrated dose from the projected and actual dose

rates and for comparing these estimates with the
i protective actiori guides." The requirement states

that the " detailed provisions shall be described in,

| separate procedures." [The plan] fai1[s] to meet
this requirement by being too vague about the*

procedures.to be'used, failing to mention specific,

isotopes, and not referring to detailed provisions in
( separate procedures. The state plan (DER, p. XIII-2)
'

says " estimates of direct population exposure from
! the passing cloud and from ground deposition are made
L from in place air samples (sic) and from energy

compensated TLD's."'

|
' The state plan provides detailed procedures for relating

,

; contamination levels to dose rates and comparing dose rates to

protective action guides. Reilly Testimony, pp. 8-10;

Henderson 20 Testimony, p. 23; Swiren 20 Testimony, pp. 26-27.

(7)(a): The Luzerne County plan would not adequately protect
the public in the plume exposure pathway EPZ, asj

,
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recommended by NUREG-0654, REV. 1 (J), in part
because the county plan-has in some cases assigned

~

tasks to organizations that do not exist or are noti

aware of having been assigned such tasks:i

i 1) The County plan states (pp. 6, 11,-12) that in
the event of a decision to take cover or evacuate the
county will notify the "Luzerne County Chamber of
Commerce" to pass notification to business and-

industry, No organization by this name exists.

i The Chamber of Commerce is not relied upon by the county plan.
~

Henderson 20 Testimony, p. 24; PEMA Testimony, p. 22; Swiren 20i

:

Testimony, pp. 27-28.-

(7)(a) (continued):

2) The county plan states (p. 7-8) " individuals with;
.

no transportation may request same through local fire
companies. Commercial buses will be dispatched to
local fire stations in the affected area to transport
these individuals. " The county did not consult
either the fire companies or bus companies _before
including this procedure in the plan, or inform them
or having included it.

| The county plan provides a partial listing of pick up points
|

for individuals without automobile transportation; additionali

listings will be made on receipt of the municipal plans. The

county plan provides a bus company contact list. Henderson 20

Testimony, p. 24; PEMA Testimony, p. 22; Swiren 20 Testimony,

p. 28.

(7)(a) (continued):

| Maps are not provided by. .the. . county [or] i. .

j state showing, " preselected raiological sampling and
monitoring points, relocation centers in host areas,i

and shelter areas" as recommended by NUREG-0654, REV.
1 (J 10a, p. 61).

.
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Maps showing preselected radiological sampling and monitoring

points are too large to physically fit within the format of the

plans. Such maps are available (or, for mobile air sampling

locations, to be developed). Maps showing reception centers

(i.e. relocation centers) are in the plans. Mass care centers

(i.e. shelter areas) are identified in the plans and will be

shown on maps. Reilly Testimony, p. 11; Henderson 20

Testimony, p. 25; PEMA Testimony, pp. 22-23; Swiren 20

Testimony, p.29.

(7)(b): In the state plan (PEMA, p. 10) assigning to the
state Department of Health the responsibility to
" Develop procedures for stockpiling, in adequate
supply, [ distributing), and administering thyroid
blocking agents and such other radiological health
materials as may be required" does not meet the
recommendation either as it states that 1) thyroid
blocking chemicals are to be stocked (p. 5), 2) the
county medical officer will coordinate the distribu-
tion with the state Department of Health (p. 7), and
3) the county medical group will assist the state
Department of Health to their distribution (p. 15)
but gives no more specifics.

Plans for the use of thyroid blocking chemicals are set forth

in county and state plans. Henderson 20 Testimony, p. 26; PEMA

Testimony, pp. 23-24; Swiren 20 Testimony, pp. 30-32; Tr.

2469-2473 (Reilly).

(7)(c): Neither the state nor [Luzerne] County plan meet the
recommendations of NUREG-0654, REV. 1 (J 10f, p. 63)
that " State and local organizations' plans should
include the method by which decisions by the State,

| Health Department for administering radioprotective
drugs to the general public are made during an
emergency and the pre-determined conditions under
which such drugs may be used by offsite emergency
workers". Neither plan addresses these
decision-making issues at all.

|
t
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Policies and decision-making criteria for the use of thyroid

blocking chemicals are set forth'in county and state plans.

Henderson 20 Testimony, p. 26; PEMA-Testimony, pp. 23-24;

Swiren 20 Testimony, pp. 30-32; Tr.,2469-2473 (Reilly).

1

(7)(d): The state and (Luzerne] County plan meet the recom-
mendation of NUREG-0654, REV. 1 (J 10g, p. 63) that
they specify the "means of relocation." The County
plan (pp. 7-8) states " individuals with no transpor-

; tation may request same through local fire companies,
l Commercial buses will be dispatched to local fire

station",. .[but does not] specify the logistics of.

the procedure.

'

See response to (7)( a), supra.
>

.-

"

(7)(d) (continued): ' -

It states (p. 7). " schools will ce evacuated by school
authorities with school. bus transportation to
designated schools outside the'10-mile area," but

j does not name the schoola outside the 10-mile EPZ,

: name the designated schcols to which the children are
to be evacuated, or specify/whether the capacity of'

the school buses are suf ficient to evact. ste the
students without making ret 6tn trips.

As indicated in paras. 84-85," supra, this information would be

included in the school plans now being developed. E$
| s'7

-

, .c /

| (7)(e): The state and [Luzerne] County plans do not raeEt th6 ,
"

F
,

! recommendation of NUREG-0654, REV. 1 (J 10h,;p. 63),;, /s ,

| that they include " relocation centers in host' areat" r'f'

l since neither plan names specific relocation c'enteis. ," '
~

The County plan (p. 7) st'ates " Red Cross will open:
""

,

reception centers at ' -
,

and mass care centers,in i, ,

County to accommodate 18,000 persons." The capacity
of 18,000 persons is inadequate since the population '

of the 10-mile EPZ is 47,171 (PEMA, appendix la, p.
'

1). The plan does not state that the Red Cross isi
capable of staf fing adequate relocation ' centers.j'

The state and county plans identify the reception (i.e_. Q/
relocation) centers. The plans are based on a mass care center

_

-
,

,.
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capacity of 25,810, which is 50% of the plume exposure pathway '

EPZ population. Based on experience, 50% is a very conserva-
'

tive assumption. The county plan includes an agreement with

,
the Red Cross to operate mass care centers in the county.

! Henderson 20 Testimony, pp. 29-30; PEMA Testimony, pp. 26-27;

Swiren 20 Testimony, pp. 34-35; Tr. 2708-10 (Townend). .

t

(7)(f): Neither the state or (Luzerne] County plan includes-

" projected traffic capacities of evacuation routes
under emergency conditions" as recommended by NUREG-

| 0654, REV. 1 (J101, p. 63).

i This information will be included in the state and county

j plans. PEKA Testimony, p. 27; Swiren 20 Testimony, pp. 36-37.
t

(7)(q): Neither the state or (Luzerne] County plan includes
j " identification of and means for dealing with
~

potential impediments (e.g., ceasonal impassability
of roads) to use of evacuation routes, and contin-
gency measures," as recommended by NOREG-0654, REV. 1e
(J 10k, p. 63). The only such references in the;

state plan are (PEMA, p. 13) " identification of and

-| means for dealing with-potential restrictions to the
use of evacuation routes to include alternates" is
assigned to the Department of Transportation, and

. DER, Bureau of Radiation Protection's plan states (p.-
VIII 4) " bad weather will also obviously influence:i-

j the feasibility of evacuation, thereby making -

i sheltering and other options attractive." The county
!; plan only states (p. 7) that " based primarily on-

^p,olice.and PennDot advice, modifications and detours-

will be made to evacuation routes as situations
d avelop. "

i /
*

|
Evacuatio'n routes have been chosen to minimize the possibility

of restrictions. The plans give the State Police the responsi--
,

bility for traffic control and the Department of Transportation. .

J the;rdsponsibility for clearing obstacles (with help from the
,
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National Guard if needed). Henderson 20 Testimony, p. 32; PEMA
i

Testimony, p. 28; Swiren 20 Tes'timony, p. 37; Tr. 2681-82

(Swiren).

(7)(h): Neither the state or (Luzerne] County plan include
" time estimates for evacuation of various sectors and
distances based on a dynamic analysis (time-motion
study under various condition.3) for the plume
exposure pathway emergency planning zone" as required
by NUREG-0654, REV. 1 (J 101, p. 63). The state plan
only assigns to PEMA the function " continue to assess|

time estimates for protective action responses and
update procedures with an objective of reducing
actual response times to the extent possible" (PEMA,
p. 12).

See response to (7)(f), supra.

(7)(i): The plans of the. . state do not adequately meet.

the recommendation of NOREG-0654, REV. 1 (J 10m, p.
64) that they contain "the bases for the choice of
recommended protective actions from the plume
exposure pathway during emergency conditions. This
shall include expected local protection afforded in
residential units or other shelter for direct and
inhalation exposure, as well as evacuation time
estimates."

The BRP portion of the - bate plan sets forth this information.

| Reilly Testimony, pp. 12-13; Henderson 20 Testimony, p. 34;

Swiren 20 Testimony, pp. 38; Tr. 2460-64 (Reilly).

(7)(i): Neither the state or [Luzerne] County plan meet the
recommendation of NUREG-0654, REV. 1 (J 12, p. 65)
that "each organization shall describe the means for
registering and monitoring of evacuees at location
centers in host areas." The state plan (PEMA, p. 10)
only assigns to the state Department of Environmental
Resources the responsibility to " provide for the
monitoring o'f evacuees at relocation centers." The
county plan mentions (p. 14) initiating a " human
locator system for transients in area" but does not
mention registering or monitoring other evacuees.

.
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The plans provide for relocation and monitoring of evacuees at

mass care centers. Henderson 20 Testimony, p. 35; PEMA

Testimony, pp. 29-30; Swiren 20 Testimony, pp. 39-40; Tr.

2618-19, 2621 (Hippert); Tr. 2706-14 (Townend).

(7)(k): The state plan does not adequately specify protective
actions for the ingestion exposure EPZ. In particu-
lar, it fails to meet the following recommendations
of NUREG-0654r REV. 1 (J 11, p. 64).

1) *he recommendation that "the plan shall identify
procedures for detecting contamination" is not met by
the plan stating " collection and analysis of envi-
ronmental materials will be useful in evacuating the
ingestion pathway." (DER, p. XIV-2)

Procedures for detecting contamination are specified in the

state plan. Reilly Testimony, p. 14; Henderson 20 Testimony,

p. 36; Swiren 20 Testimony, p. 41.

'

(7)(k) (continued):

2) It is recommended that the plan "identaEy
procedures. .for imposing protective procedures.

such as impoundment, decontamination, processing
decay, product diversion, and preservation." The
plan discusses the protective procedures mentioned
but fails to specify mechanisms for imposing and
enforcing any of them. It states, " protocol for the
implementation of any protective action involving
dairy products or any agriculture product will
require the evaluation of the circumstances with the
appropriate agency of the Pennsylvania Department of
Agriculture." (DER, p. IX-l.).

Detailed plans for preventing consumption of contaminated food

are being finalized. PEMA Testimony, p. 31; Tr. 2474-76

(Reilly).
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(7)(k) (continuedl:
3) For the 50-mile ingestion pathway EPZ, [there is
no] mention (of] " maps for recording survey and
monitoring data, key land use data, (e.g., farming),
dairies, food processing plants, water sheds, water
supply intake and treatment plants and reservoirs"
except to state that "a map of dairy herd locations
is given in the specific site plan" (DER, p. XIV-2),
which is not included.

Such maps exist and are referenced in the state plan.

Henderson 20 Testimony, p. 3B; PEMA Testir ny, p. 31; Swiren 20

Testimony, p. 41-42.

(7)(k) (continued):
4) The plan does not 'nclude or mention "up-to-date
lists of the name and location of all facilities
which regularly process milk products and other large
amounts of food or agricultural products originating
in the ingestion pathway emergency planning zone, but
located elsewhere."

This information is not in une state plan, but is maintained by

state agencies and would be available if needed. Henderson 20

Testimony, p. 39; PEMA Testimony, p. 31; Swiren 20 Testimony,

p. 42.

(8) Section K - Radiological Exposure Control

(a)3.b. No mention of how this should be done in. .

[the state or Luzerne County] plans. In state.

plans it is generally stated that the Department of
Environmental Resources shall be in charge of
radiological protective and health matters but
nothing specific.

.

The state and county plans provide for reading of dosimetecs

anc maintaining dose records. Henderson 20 Testimony, p. 40;

PEhA Testimony, p. 32; Swiren 20 Testimony, pp. 42-43.
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(8)(b): 4. No such decision chain in any of the plans.

The state and county plans establishes decision chains for

authorizing emergency workers to exceed protective action

guides. Henderson 20 Testimony, p. 41; PEMA Testimony, pp.

32-33; Swiren 20 Tescimony, p. 43.

(8)(c): 5.a. The DER, Bureau of R'adiation Protection, is to
provide guidance in all such matters, but there is no
specific plan. No mention in. [Luzerne] county. .

plans.

The state and county plans establish action levels for deter-

mining the need for decontamination. Henderson 20 Testimony,

p. 42; PEMA Testimony, p. 33; Swiren 20 Testimony, pp. 43-44.

(8)(d): b. Same as above.
_

The state and county plans establish decontamination procedures

as recommended by NUREG-0654, SK.5.b. Henderson 20 Testimony,

p. 43; PEMA Testimony, pp. 33-34; Swiren 20 Testimony, p. 44.

(8)(e): 6.a.b.c. No mention.
(8)(f}: 7. No mention.

NUREG-0654 SK.6.a,b, and c and K.7 apply only to licensees, not

to state or county plans. These items are dealt with in

Applicants' procedures. Henderson 20 Testimony, p. 44; PEMA

Testimony, p. 34; Swiren 20 Testimony, p. 45.

(9): The state and [Luzerne] County plans do not
adequately make arrangements for medical
services for contaminated injured
individuals. Specifically, they do not meet
the following recommendations of NUREG-0654,
REV. 1 (pg. 69):

(a): "L1) Each organization shall arrange for
local and backup hospital services having the

-105-
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capability for evaluation of radiation
exposure and uptake, including assurance that
persons providing these services are ade-
quately prepared to handle contaminated
individuals.

Arrangements have been made in the plans for local and backup

hospitals to handle contaminated injuries. Henderson 20

Testimony,.p. 46; PEMA Testimony, p. 34; Swiren 20 Testimony,

p. 45; Tr. 2651-52 (Hippert).

(9)(b): L3) Each state shall develop lists-indicating the
location of public, private and military hospitals
and other emergency medical facilities within the
state or contiguous states considered capable of
providing medical support for any contaminated
individual.

| Detailed lists of hospitals are in the plans. Henderson 20

Testimony, p. 47; PEMA Testimony, pp. 34-35; Swiren 20

Testimony, pp. 45-46.
1

(10)(a): The Luzerne County plan fails to adequately meet the
reentry and recovery planning recommendations of
NUREG-0654, REV. 1 (M, p. 70). Beyond stating that
Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Resources
Bureau of Radiological Health "will establish and
disseminate appropriate re-entry criteria" (p. 18),
the only other reference to reentry.and recovery in
the county plan (p. 7) " reentry to evacuated areas
will be denied to all but residents who will be
accompanied by mobile patrol, Pennsylvania drivers
license will be used as identification, and police
cordon blocking entry to evacuated area will make
maximum use of local police to facilitate identifica-
tion of area residents" and (p. 19) " reentry will be
based on advice (sic) of BRE, DER. Evacuated area.
will be denied to individuals not holding
Pennsylvania drivers license showing them to be a
resident of the area. Residents of the area will be
allowed entry accompanied by mobile patrol only with
the exception granted by Chief Police Group'Luzerne
County CD. Emergency services of the area for a
period of time before reentry to the general public

j. is authorized." [ sic]

| *

|
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The Luzerne County plan sets forth detailed recovery and

reentry procedures. Henderson 20 Testimony, p. 48; PEMA

Testimony, p. 35; Swiren 20 Testimony, pp. 46-47.,

'

(lu)(b): The plans of the. . state do not [ meet] the.

NUREG-0654 REV. 1 recommendation (M 3, p. 70) that
"each . state plan shall specify means for. .

informing members of the response organizations that
a recovery operation is to be initiated, and of any

j changes in the organizational structure that may
occur."

The state plan gives PEMA the responsibility for initiating

recovery operations and notifying agencies of operational

changes. Communication is through emergency management
,

channels. Henderson 20 Testimony, p. 49; PEMA Testimony, pp.t

i

35-36; Swiren 20 Testimony, pp. 47-48.

:

(ll)(a): NUREG-0654 REV. 1 recommends (N, p. 71) that
" periodic exercises are (will be) conducted to
evaluate major portions of emergency response

'

capabilities, periodic drills are (will be) conduc-
ted." The Luzerne County plan fails to meet this
requirement, as it makes no mention of exercises or
drills, except to list an annex entitled " Training

| and exercises," which is not included.
|

The county plan provides for exercises and drills. Henderson

20 Testimony, p. 50; PEMA Testimony, p. 36; Swiren 20
:

! Testimony, p. 48.

i
'

i (ll)(b): NUREG-0654 REV. 1 (N lb) recommends that "each
.

organization should make provisions to start an
exercise between 6:00 p.m. and midnight and another
between midnight and 6:00 a.m. once every 6 years."i

i The plans of the. . state fail to make this provi-.

| sion. NUREG-0654 REV. 1 (N lb, p. 71) " exercise
should be conducted under various weather condi-
tions." The plans of the. . state both fail to.

specify this. NUREG-0654 REV. 1 (N lb) states "some
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exercises should be unannounced." The state plan .

makes no mention of having some unannounced exer-
Cises. . .

Exercises at different hours, various weather conditions and

without announcement are provided for in the state plan.

Henderson 20 Testimony, p. 51; PEMA Testimony, p. 36; Swiren 20

Testimony, pp. 48-49.

(ll)(c): The state plan (PEMA REV. 6/80) states (p. 14-1) that
" communication with federal emergency response
organizations and states within the ingestion pathway
shall be tested annually," whereas NUREG-0654, REV.
1 (N 2a) recommends this to be done quarterly.

The state plan provides for quarterly tests. Henderson 20

Testimony, p. 52; PEMA Testimony, pp. 36-37; Swiren 20

Testimony, p. 49.

(11)(d): NUREG-0654 REV. 1 (N 2a, p. 72) states tnat "communi-
cations between the nuclear facility, state and local
emergency operations centers, and field assessment
teams shall be tested annually.". .[T]he state.,

plan. .[does not] mention the involvement of field| .

assessment teams in exercises or drills.

| The state plan includes involvement of field assessment teams

in annual communications drills. Henderson 20 Testimony, p.

I 54; PEMA Testimony, p. 37; Swiren 20 Testimony, p. 50.
|

(ll)(e): NUREG 0654 REV. 1 (N 2a, p. 72) states " communication
drills shall also include the aspect of understanding
the content of [ messages]." [T] he state's plan. . .

[does not] mention including this aspect in. . .
~

drills.

The state plan provides for testing the understanding of

message content. Henderson 20 Testimony, p. 54; PEMA

Testimony, p. 37; Swiren 20 Testimony, p. 50.
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(12) Section 0 - Radiological Emergency Response Training

(a): 1. State plan just gives general objectives in
Appendix 10. In the [Luzerne] County plan, Annex M
is listed " Training and Exercises" but there is no
Annex M. (See p. 21.)

(b): 1.b Same as above for state and county plans.
(c): 4.a-j Same as above for state and county plans.
(d): 5. Same as above for state and county plans.

These recommendations, concerning radiological emergency

response training, are addressed in the state and county plans.

Henderson 20 Testimony, p. 55; PEMA Testimony, pp. 38-41;

Swiren 20 Testimony, pp. 50-51.

(13): Section P - Responsibility for the planning effort;
Development, Periodic Review and Distribution of
Emergency Plans.

(a): 1. [Luzerne] County plans same as in section 0.
(b): 2. [Luzerne County plans do not] mention
(c): 3. [Luzerne County plans do not] mention
(d): 4. State plan fails to mention that they will

" certify it to be current on an annual basis."
(e): 5. [N]o mention in state plan

[' ]o mention in state plan(f): 6. N
1g1: 7. [N]o mention in state plan
(h): 8. [N]o mention in state plan
(1): 9. No mention of this in. .[ state or Luzerne.

County] plans

These NUREG-0654 recommendations concerning planning are all

met in the state and county plans, except for recommendation

P. 9 (independent annual review of emergency preparedness

program) which applies only to licensees. Henderson 20

Testimony, pp. 57-64; PEMA Testimony, pp. 41-44; Swiren 20

Testimony, pp. 51-54.
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192. Based on the detailed testimony presented on the

record, the Licensing Board finds the emergency plans of the

Commonwealth and Luzerne County in general are substantially in

compliance with the recommendations of NUREG-0654 and that

areas needing further development can be addressed over the

next several months.

Q. Contention 21 (Scram Discharge Volume Break)

193. Another contention was admitted on July 7, 1981,

raising the potential safety implications of a break in the

scram discharge volume subsystem ("SDV") at Susquehanna. The

admitted contention reads:

21. There is a potentially dangerous flaw
in the Applicants' reactor in the design of
the primary cooling system inasmuch as
radioactive water from a break in the scram
discharge volume subsystem can disable the
major safety systems including the residual
heat removal system, the reactor core
isolation cooling system, the core sprays
and the high pressure coolant injection
pumps in a brief period of time.,

|

194. Testimony on Contention 21 was presented by

Applicants ' and the NRC Staff.90 Intervenors presented no

testimony.

89 " Testimony of Thomas M. Crimmins Regarding Contention 21
(Scram Discharge Volume Subsystem Pipe Breaks)," foll. Tr.
1685 ("Crimmins Testimony").

90 "NRC Staff Testimony of Kenneth T. Eccleston on the
Adequacy of the Design of the Scram System (Contention 21),"
foll. Tr. 1772 ("Eccleston Testimony").

i -110-
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195..The SDV is part of the Control Rod Drive ("CRD") sys-

tem. The CRD system at Susquehanna His used to implement a

reactor scram by inserting control rods into the reactor core.

Upon actuation of the scram signal, water from the volume above

each of 185 CRD pistons is discharged into a CRD withdrawal

line, goes through a scram exhaust valve, and is ultimately

collected in one of the two SDV's. Crimmins Testimony, para.

3.

196. The scram exhaust valves are normally closed, and

hence the system downstream of them is normally dry and not

pressurized. They open upon receipt of the scram signal and

remain open-until the scram signal is reset. As the scram

exhaust valves open, water is discharged through the CRD

withdrawal lines into the SDV's. Each SDV has vent and drain

valves, both of which are normally open but close upon receipt

; of a scram signal. The SDV's partially fill with the water
!

discharged during the scram; when the scram system is reset by
4

the operator, the scram . exhaust valves close and the SDV vent

and drain valves open, draining the contents of the SDV into

the reactor building sump. Crimmins Testimony, para. 3; Tr.

1763 (Crimmins). The SDV then drains and returns to atmos-

pheric pressure, ready for reuse in the next scram. Crimmins

Testimony, para. 3.
,

!

!

!
1
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; 197. SDV breaks became recently of' concern because, in a

NRC Staff study on pipe breaks in BWR scram systems,'1 a

sequence of events was postulated in which a pipe break in the

SDV could result in loss of all emergency core cooling systems

("ECCS"). This result assumed that the fluid discharged from

the SDV break would flow to _the reactor building basement

through a variety of paths, including-floor drains, stairways

!,.
and hatchways above the ECCS equipment. The ECCS failure-was

1
'

assumed to be caused by cascading of water onto the ECCS pump

motor assemblies or due to general flooding of the ECCS pump

rooms, which are located in the reactor building basement.

Crimmins Testimony, para. 2.

198. An evaluation of the problem on a generic basis was
,

i
'

provided recently by the NRC Staff in NUREG-0803. NUREG-0803'

identified three general areas of concern with respect to SDV

piping breaks,92 and proposed a series of site-specific

responses. NUREG-0803, pp. 5-1, 5-2. Applicants have commit-

ted to comply with the recommendation in NUREG-0803, and will
:

submit a detailed response by December 29, 1981. Bd. Ex. 1, p.

.

91 NUREG-0785, " Safety Concerns Associated with Pipe Breaks
in the BWR Scram System" (draft, 1981) ("NUREG-0785").

92 NUREG-0803 identifies these three general areas of
concern: 1) integrity of the SDV piping; 2) emergency
procedures to successfully mitigate a leak or break in the SDV
or elsewhere in the secondary containment; 3) environmental
qualification of equipment needed to detect and mitigate the
consequences of an SDV break. Eccleston Testimony, p. 3.
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1; Tr. 1758 (Crimmins); Tr. 1776 (Eccleston); Eccleston

Testimony, p. 5.

199. It should first be noted that the initiating event, a

break in the SDV piping, has a very low probability of

occurrence.93 The SDV's are designed to high material quality

and fabrication standards,94 and are subjected to in-service

inspection in accordance with ASME code requirements.

Crimmins Testimony, para. 4. The SDV's at Susquehanna are

highly resistant to cracking, fatigue, corrosion, brittle

fracture and other anticipated mechanical failure mechanisms.96

Crimmins Testimony, para. 4; NUREG-0803, pp. 3-3 to 3-6. In

~493 In NUREG-0803, the NRC Staff assigns a 10
probability of SRV failure per plant per year. This estimate
is considered by the NRC Staff to be " extremely conservative."
NUREG-0803, p. 3-6.

94 Applicants have committed to provide assurance that the
Susquehanna SDV's were constructed and built in accordance with
design specifications. This will be verified by as-built
inspection. Bd. Ex. 1, p. 1; NUREG-0803, p. 5-2, Table 5.1;
Tr. 1775-76 (Eccleston). Applicants will also verify that
seismic restraints, snubbers and cupports are installed
properly in accordance with the design. Bd. Ex. 1, p. 1; Tr.
1781 (Eccleston).

95 Applicants will implement an in-service inspection,

program of the SDV system which meets the requirements of ASME
Section XI for Class 2 piping. Bd . Ex . ' 1, p . 1 ; Eccleston
Testimony, p. 4; Tr. 1775-76 (Eccleston).

96 In addition to the steps that will be taken to avoid
mechanical failure of the SDV's, Applicants have committed, in
accordance with NUREG-0803 recommendations, to revise and

,

review their maintenance and operating procedures to verify
that the procedures contain sufficient guidance so that SDV
integrity will not be defeated through human error.
NUREG-0803, pp. 3-5-3-6.
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fact, no SDV leaks or breaks have ever been reported in 20

years of BWR operation. NUREG-0803,'pp. 3-3, 5-1.

200. Assuming an SDV break does take place, if the scram

is reset through operator action there will be no adverse

consequences because resetting terminates the flow of liquid to

the SDV and hence the release of water to the reactor building

sump. NUREG-0803, p. 4-9; Crimmins Testimony, para. 7.'
: Under certain conditions (drywell high pressure, main

steam-line high radiation), the scram signal cannot be quickly
,

cleared by the operator and further measures will be required

! to mitigate an SDV break. NUREG-0803, pp. 4-9, 4-10. However,
4

experience to date indicates that inability to reset the scram

is unlikely to occur.98 Tr. 1767-68 (Crimmins).

201. If scram resetting does not take place, it becomes

necessary to identify and isolate the leak and, if required,
|

depressurize the system. Tr. 1761-62 (Crimmins); Crimmins

Testimony, para. 7. An SDV leak or break at Susquehanna would
,

'

97 If the scram signal can be reset, resetting would be
likely to be accomplished in a short period of time, on the
order of 8 minutes. NUREG-0803, p. 4-10.

98 In NUREG-0803, the NRC Staff assumed that there is a 30
to 50% probability that the scram would fail to reset, either
by hardware failure (e.g., failure to the scram exhaust valve
to close), operator failure to reset, or a scram signal that
can not be reset. NUREG-0803, pp. 4-28, 4-29. Such an
assumption was characterized by the NRC Staff as including "a
fair degree of conservatism" and by Applicants' witness
Crimmins as " extremely conservative." NUREG-0803, p. 4-29; Tr.
1767 (Crimmins).
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be detected and brought to the attention of the operators by
the~1eak detection system. Indication of a leak would be given

by one or more of the following: area radiation monitor

alarms, reactor building sump level alarm, reactor building

exhaust vent high radiation alarms, loss of reactor building

ventilation alarms, ECCS and reactor core isolation cooling

system ("RCIC") pump room level alarms, control rod drive high

temperature alarm, reactor building differential pressure!

indicator, and control rod position indicator.99 Crimmins

Testimony, para. 6; NUREG-0803, pp. 4-3, 4-4, see also, paras.

122-123, supra.

I 202. While some of these alarms and indicators may not

| establish unambiguously that an SDV break exists, taken in
|-

combination (as they are most likely to occur in the event of a

| significant leak) they would provide an unmistakable warning
that a leak was originating from the SDV. This would be '

sufficient to elicit remedial actions by the operators.100 Tr.

99 Pursuant to NUREG-0803, Applicants will identi y the
equipment needed to detect an SDV system break and mitigate the
consequences of such a break, and will propose a program for '

environmentally qualifying that equipment. Bd. Ex. 1, p. 1;
NUREG-0803, pp. 5-2, 5-5; Eccleston Testimony, p. 5. At the
time of the hearing, the specific detection devices that will
be environmentally qualified at Susquehanna had not yet been
identified. Tr. 1697 (Crimmins). However, Applicants did not
foresee any difficulties in establishing environmental
qualifications for the equipment needed to detect or mitigate
an SDV problem. Tr. 1764 (Crimmins).
100 For the purposes of taking appropriate mitigating
action, it is not necessary that the operators establish
specifically that the SDV is the system that is leaking, since
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1695, 1762-64 (Crimmins); Tr. 1787, 1815 (Eccleston);

NUREG-0803, pp. 4-4 to 4-7.

203. If the scram can not be reset, operating

101procedures include depressurizing the system and proceeding

to isolate the leak manually. Tr. 1699, 1762 (Crimmins); Tr.

1779 (Eccleston); Crimmins Testimony, para. 7. The aim of

depressurizing the reactor system is to reduce the rate of

leakage and minimize inventory losses and radioactive releases

to the containment environment. NUREG-0803, p. 4-10.

204. By the time depressurization is completed, personnel

would be able to enter the containment building to isolate the

SDV manually. Tr. 1756 (Crimmins); Tr. 1793-95 (Eccleston).
A radiological field of some strength will exist in the

building as a result of the leak, but appropriately equipped

personnel will be able to enter the building and manually close

the isolation valves without receiving doses in excess of 10

(continued)
the actions that could be taken are the same for all leaks
inside the reactor building and do not require prior knowledge
of the precise leak location. Tr. 1787-88, 1816-;.7 (Eccleston).

101 Applicants have committed to review and revise as
necessary the maintenance and operating procedures associated
with SDV's and potential pipe breaks in the scram systems. Bd.
Ex. 1, p. 1; Eccleston Testimony, p. 4. The Susquehanna
operators, as part of their training, receive extensive
instruction in the operation of all systems in the plant and in
emergency and casualty drills. In particular, they are trained
in detail on how to operate the CRD system and how to respond
to the potential leakage or rupture from this system. Tr.
1738-39 (Crimmins).
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CFR Part 20 limits. Tr. 1707, 1756 (Crimmins); Tr. 1793-95,

1818 (Eccleston).

205. While corrective actions are being taken.to eliminate
i the leak from the SDV break, the operators' prime goal will be
i

maintaining adequate core cooling. As long as the reactor

remains pressurized, the preferred method for providing core

cooling is through the main feedwater pumps, the condensate
_

pumps and the condensor. All of these systems are located in

the turbine building and are physically isolated from the

location of the break, hence they would not be subject to
flooding. Crimmins Testimony, para. 5.102

206. Following depressurizacion, the residual heat removal

("RHR") system provides low-pressure injection. The RHR pumps

are located in the basement of the reactor building and

theoretically could be subject to flooding; however, there are

; RER service water pumps located in the emergency service water
!

,' pumphouse, physically isolated from the reactor building and,

|
therefore not subject to flooding. Crimmins Testimony, paras.
5, 17. Thus, if all other sources of make-up water (including
the RER system)-were depleted or unavailable, the RHR service

water pumps could deliver water from the 25 million gallon
spray pond. Tr. 1764-65 (Crimmins).

<

102 In addition to the main feedwater pumps, the CRD
make-up pumps have the capability for limited flow high
pressure injection of coolant into the reactor system. These
pumps are also located in the turbine building. Crimmins
Testimony, para. 7. -

!
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207. Both the main-feedwater pumps and the RHR service

water pumps are controlled remotely from the control room.

Together, they provide adequate, independent, and physically

remote capability to preserve core cooling following an SDV
break. Crimmins Testimony, para. 7.

!.
208. Other systems capable of maintaining adequate core

! cooling are the high pressure coolant injection system ("HPCI")

and the RCIC system, both of which provide independent core

cooling capability at high pressure. Crimmins Testimony,

paras. 5, 7; NUREG-0803, pp. 4-13, 4-14. After

depressurization, in addition to the RER system, the low

pressure core spray ("LPCS") system can provide adequate core

cooling capability. Crimmins Testimony, para. 5; NUREG-0803,

p. 4-15.

209. The HPCI system pump, the RCIC system pump, the four

RHR syP. tem pumps, and the four LPCS pumps are all located in

the reactor building basement at Susquehanna. Any of these 10
.

pumps can provide sufficient coolant to make up for the

inventory loss following an SDV break. Crimmins Testimony,
1
! paras. 5, 7; NUREG-0803, p. 4-14, 4-15.

210. At Susquehanna, all of the above systems, including
!

their respective pumps, are located in compartments which are

watertight with respect to each other. In addition, the

stairwells are also provided with watertight doors which

isolate them from the equipment. Therefore, even if flooding
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of the reactor building basement occurs, it would be a

localized event that will not disable all safety systems

located in the basement. Crimmins Testimony, par . 5. j

211. If, in spite of the watertight condition of the

reactor building basement rooms and stairwells at Susquehanna,

general area flooding were to occur, it would take several

hours to flood the basement to a one foot depth, even assuming

that leaktightness is Jefeated, the reactor building sump pumps

are inoperative,103 and no leakage reduction results from

depressurization. Crimmins Testimony, para. 8; Tr. 1829-30

(Eccleston).

212. All motors driving emergency core cocling system

pumps at Susquehanna are six feet above the basement floor.

Therefore, the level of flooding that would result from an SDV

break, even under very conservative assumptions, would not

result in loss of those motors until m'any hours from the onset;

|

of the accident, if at all. Crimmins Testimony, para. 8; Tr.

1829 (Eccleston); Tr. 1702 (Crimmins).

i
|
t

| 103 The reactor building sump pumps can remove far more
~

liquid than would bc discharged through the SDV break after'

depressurization. Tr. 1700 (Crimmins). After the four hours
assumed for depressurization, the sump level would stop
increasing; at that point, there would be less than one foot of
water on the floor. Tr. 1829 (Eccleston). If leaktight doors
are taken into account, it would take longer than four hours
to reach the one foot level. Tr. 1832 (Eccleston).
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213. The Licensing Board is satisfied'that the design of

: Susquehanna's SDV system makes the occurrence of a break in

that system a very improbable event. If an SDV break were-to |
<

; occur, its consequences would be mitigated either by scram

- resetting or by appropriate operator action including, if

necessary, reactor depressurization. The SDV break would be

identified and isolated without significant safety conse-

i quences. Adequate core cooling would be maintained throughout

an SDV break accident by means of a multiplicity of systems.
-

The discharge from such a break would not disable the various

emergency core cooling systems at Susquehanna, and if those

systems were ultimately to become disabled, more than ample
t

time would be available to the operators to take appropriate
!

| mitigation actions.

III. CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
i

The Licensing Board has reviewed the evidence submitted by
<
'

all parties on the issues in controversy among the parties.

| The Licensing Board has not found any matters not raised by the
1

parties which raise serious safety, environmental or common

I defense and security matters. The Licensing Board has also

considered the proposed findings of fact and conclusions of law

submitted by the parties. Those proposed findings of fact and

conclusions of law not adopted herein are rejected.

Based upon the foregoing Findings of Fact which are

i supported by reliable, probative, and substantial evidence as
t
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required by the Administrative Procedure Act and the

; Commission's Rules of Practice, and upon consideration of the

entire evidentiary record in this proceeding, the Licensing
Board concludes that having considered and decided all matters

in controversy among the parties related to operation, the

f Director of Nuclear Reactor Regulation should be authorized to

make such additional findings on uncontested issues as may be

necessary to determine whether or not to issue full-term
1

operating licenses for Susquehanna Steam Electric Station,

Units 1 and 2.

IV. ORDER

i

WHEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED that the Director of Nuclear

; Reactor Regulation is authorized, upon making requisite

findings with respect to matters not embraced in this Initial

j Decision in accordance with the Commission's regulations, to

issue to Applicants, operating licenses for a term of net more

than forty (40) years, authorizing operation of the Susquehanna

Steam Electric Station, Units 1 and 2, at steady state power

; levels not to exceed 3293 megawatts thermal. Such licenses may

be in such form and content as is appropriate in light of such

findings, provided that such licenses are consistent with the

conclusions of the Licensing Board herein.;

:

The aforementioned operating licences shall contain the

following condition:

(1) The licenses will be subject to the.

ultimate outcome of the consolidated radon
I
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proceeding currently underway before the
Appeal Boards in Docket Nos. 50-277,
50-278, 50-320, 50-354 and 50-355.

It is further ORDERED in accordance with 10 CFR SS2.760,
,

2.762, 2.764, 2.785, and 2.786, that this Initial Decision
-

shall be effective immediately with respect to fuel loading and

low power (up to 5 percent rated power) testing. The

effectiveness of this Initial Decision insofar as it authorizesj

i operation at greater than 5 percent of rated power shall be
:

! determined in accordance with 10 CFR S2.764. This Initial
|

Decision shall constitute the final action of the Commission

forty-five (45) days after the issuance thereof, subject to any

review pursuant to the above-cited Rules of Practice.

j Exceptions to this Initial Decision may be filed within

ten (10) days after service of this Initial Decision. A brief

in support of the exceptions shall be filed within thirty (30),

|
'

days thereafter (forty (40) days in the case of the Staff].

Within thirty (30) days of the filing and service of the'brief
;

of the Appellant (forty (40) days in the case of the Staff], any

,
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other party may file a brief in support of, or in opposition

to, the exceptions.

IT IS SO ORDERED.

Respectfully submitted,
4

SHAW, PITTMAN, POTTS & TROWBRIDGE

sk } -

Jay ]. S lberg g ""

MatgAs Travieso-Diagj
Counsel for Applicants

1800 M Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036
Telephone: (202) 822-1000

i

i

Dated; November 23, 1981
,

,

.
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

In the Matter of )
)

PENNSYLVANIA POWER & LIGHT COMPANY )
)

and ) Docket Nos. 50-387
) 50-388

ALLEGHENY ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE, INC. )
)

(Susquehanna Steam Electric Station, )
Units 1 and 2) )

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

This is to certify that copies of the foregoing " Applicants'
Proposed Findings Of Fact And Conclusions Of Law In The Form Of

An Initial Decision" were served by deposit in the U. S. Mail,

First Class, postage prepaid, this 23rd day of November 1981,
!

to all those on the attached Service List.'

be /
([

Dated: November 23, 1981

|

|

.
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-

'
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PENNSYLVANIA POWER & LIGHT COMPANY ) -
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,|
. ) 50-388 jALLEGHENY ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE, INC. )

|
, ) !
! (Susquehanna Steam Electric Station, )

'

; Units 1 and 2)- )_ i
,
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SERVICE LIST
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-Secretary of the Commission Atomic Safety and Licensing
'' U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Board Panel
I Washington, D.C. 20555 U. S., Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Washington, D. C. 20555'
.

Thomas S. Moore, Esquire'
*

- -
-

| Administrative Judge Docketi,ng 'and Service Section
j Atomic Safety.and Licensing- Office of the. Secretary-

' Appeal Board U.S. Nucle.ar Regulatory. Commission.

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory.. Commission Washington, D..C. 20555
Washington, D.C. .20555 '

g -

! Dr. John H. Buck Dr. Judith H.,Johnsrud
Administrative Judge Co-Direc' tor:

'

Atomic Safety and Licensi'ng Environmental Coalition on .

Appeal Board Nuclear Power
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 433 Orlando Avenue
. ashington, D.C. 20555 State College, Pennsylvania 16801W

James P. Gleason, Esquire Susquehanna Environmenta. Advocates
Administrative Judge c/o Gerald-Schultz, Esquire-
513 Gilmoure Drive Post Office Box 1560 -

Silver Spring, Maryland 20901 Wilkes-Barre, Pennsylvania 18703
I

i Mr. Glenn O. Bright Mr. Thomas J. Halligan, Correspondent
[ Administrative Judge. The Citizens Against Nuclear Dangers-

i Atomic Safety and Licensing Post Office Box 5
Board Panel Scranton, Pennsylvania 18501
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission4

|!
_ ashington, Da C.W 20555 Ms. Colleen March

Box 558 A, R. D. 44-.
'

Dr. Paul =W. Purdom Mt. Top, Pennsylvania 18707
( Administrative Judge
( 245 Gulph Hills Road
| Radnor, Pennsylvania 19087
i
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Robert W.<Adler, Esquire Mr. Thomas M. Gerusky, Director
Department of Environmental Resources Bureau of Radiation Protection'
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania Department of Environmental
505 Executive House Resources
Post Office Box 2357 Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 17120 Post Office Box 2063

'

Janes M. Cutchin, IV, Esquire
Office of the Executive Legal Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeal

Director Board Panel
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Wa hington, D. C. 20555 Washington, D. C. 20555

DeWitt C. Smith
Director
Pennsylvania Emergency Management Agency
Transportation and Safety Building
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